
increases in wealth inequality over this period were driven by the extreme upper
end of the wealth distribution.

THE ASSETS, LIABILITIES, AND FINANCIAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS

A central objective of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive perspective on the
portfolios of disadvantaged households and their evolution over time. For each of
the measures we discuss, we present appendix tables showing the percentage of
the population with positive amounts of the asset or liability, as well as mean and
median amounts, conditional on having positive holdings. The information is also
classified by income quintile, education, marital status, race-ethnicity, and age.
Data are shown for eight waves of the SCF spanning forty years. We summarize
selected trends through a series of figures. Our six measures are:

1. Net worth, the broadest measure of financial resources: Our definition of net
worth is similar (and in some cases identical) to those used by other studies of
wealth and wealth inequality. We think net worth is the single best measure of
the financial well-being of households in the SCF.
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Net Worth

Figure 2.2 summarizes information in appendix tables 2A.1 and 2A.2. In the figure,
we choose to look at three subgroups: households in the lowest income quintile (in
the given year), the middle income quintile, and the highest income quintile. In the
bars on the figure, read with the left-side axis, we plot the probability of holding
positive amounts of net worth. Depending on the year in question, the bars show
that between 20 and 30 percent of households with income in the bottom decile had
negative or no net worth. Similar results hold for other disadvantaged groups,
including those with less than a high school education, single parents, and black
and Hispanic households. Fewer than 2 percent of households in the highest-
net-worth quintile had negative or no net worth.

A number of factors can lead SCF households to have negative net worth, includ-
ing being in a situation of near-bankruptcy, maintaining credit card balances with
no assets though with steady income, or having poorly measured or misreported
assets or liabilities. The probability of having negative net worth declines monoto-
nically with household income, shows no strong trend over time in the SCF, is lower
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tion about the status of the remaining 14 to 22 percent of these subgroups—those
with less than a high school education, single parents, black households, Hispanic
households, or those in the lowest income quintile—who do not have positive
financial assets.

The median amounts (again shown in lines, using the right-hand axis), condi-
tional on having positive amounts, are even more striking. Even for those with
some financial assets, the amounts held are negligible. Median holdings for the
80 percent of households in the bottom income quintile with positive amounts
were $1,400 in 2004. This amount is lower than the peak amount ($2,318 in
1998), presumably reflecting the recession in the early part of the decade and
slow subsequent economic growth. Financial assets of $1,400 provide a scant
cushion against the negative economic shocks that may affect adults or chil-
dren. Even financial asset holdings of $15,900 for families in the middle of the
income distribution are a small fraction of average family income (median fam-
ily income in 2004 was $43,129). Only in the top quintile of the income distribu-
tion has there been sharp growth in financial asset holdings. Later we discuss
the implications of meager financial asset holdings across many disadvantaged
subpopulations.
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households in the top income quintile. Single parents and black households saw
modest 9- and 7-percentage-point increases in homeownership rates, respectively,
starting from low bases of 43 percent and 38 percent, between 1962 and 2004.

Raphael Bostic and Kwan Ok Lee (this volume) provide a much more complete
discussion of housing and low-income communities.

Credit Card Debt and Vehicle Wealth

To conserve space we only summarize some of the results on credit card debt and
vehicle equity. See Ronald J. Mann (this volume) for a thorough discussion of credit
cards and low-income families and individuals. The expansion of credit access to
low-income families is apparent in appendix table 2A.9. The percentage of house-
holds in the bottom income quintile with positive credit card balances increased to
30 percent in 2004 from 16 percent in 1989. (Recall that the SCFs are most compara-
ble from 1989 on.) The existence of positive credit card balances has no time trend
in the top 60 percent of the income distribution. Credit balances are also more
prevalent for black and single-parent households over time. Given median financial
assets of $1,400 among those in the lowest income quintile, it is particularly striking
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be the male in households with both a male and a female adult; it is the oldest adult
in households with two adults of the same sex. Spanning four decades, our wealth
data allow us to plot the evolution of median net worth for three cohorts of twenty-
five- to thirty-nine-year-olds: those who were in this age group in 1962, those who
were in this age group in 1983, and those who were in this age group in 1992. We
also plot the evolution of median net worth for three older cohorts: those who were
between the ages of forty and fifty-four in 1962, 1983, and 1992.

The age bands we use are broad owing to sample size considerations (partic-
ularly in subsequent figures, where we disaggregate by education and race-
ethnicity). In figures 2.5 through 2.9, we plot the median net worth for the mid-
dle age in the given age band. (For example, households with a head age forty
to fifty-four are plotted as if they were forty-seven years old.) The figures show
the evolution of median net worth for the same sets of households over time, since
we know that the heads of households who were twenty-five to thirty-nine 
in 1962 will be forty-six to sixty in 1983, fifty-two to sixty-six in 1989, and so 
on, until their final observation as sixty-seven- to eighty-one-year-olds in 2004
(aside from mortality, immigration and emigration, and changes in household
composition). We follow the other cohorts similarly. Obviously, we observe
fewer years for cohorts that begin in 1983 (who are followed to 2004) and 
1992 (who are also followed to 2004) than we do for the cohorts that we first
observe in 1962. Because mortality rates grow appreciably higher for household
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heads in their midseventies, we truncate the ages shown in the figures at age
seventy-four.

There are three noteworthy aspects of figure 2.5. First, the forty- to fifty-four-
year-old cohort in 1962 (the line marked by “x” in the lower right portion of the
figure) had significantly lower net worth than the other cohorts. Individuals in
this cohort were children or young adults during the Depression and young
adults during World War II. Opportunities for human capital acquisition and
wealth accumulation were more limited for this cohort than they were for subse-
quent cohorts. Second, median net worth grows steadily for each cohort. The pat-
terns shown here are difficult to reconcile with assertions that living standards for
typical Americans are declining. Third, each successive cohort ends up with
somewhat more wealth after the last period of observation (in 2004) than the
cohort before it. To see this, at each of the six endpoints for the cohort, the high-
est marker is for the youngest cohort examined (read straight down, which holds
age constant). This suggests that net worth (in levels) is growing across cohorts.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 repeat the same analyses, splitting the samples into house-
holds whose heads have a college degree (figure 2.6) and households whose heads
do not (figure 2.7). The highest median net worth of the college sample is $633,311,
while the highest for the noncollege sample is $137,800. Given the widely differing
levels and growth rates of the two groups, we use different scales for the Y-axis of
the two figures.
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The breakouts by education suggest that the disadvantage faced by the cohort
that was age forty-five to fifty-four in 1962 (those who were children and young
adults in the Depression and entered the labor market during World War II) is
largely confined to those without a college degree. While college graduates in the
Depression cohort started with less net worth than later college graduate cohorts,
they reached retirement with similar amounts of net worth.

Significant accumulation occurs in both figures 2.6 (for households with a col-
lege degree) and 2.7 (for households without a college degree) as households age,
though households without a college degree start from a very low base. We also
find it striking how similar median net worth is across cohorts at a given age.
While the evidence is suggestive, if households are making severe, systematic
mistakes in retirement planning, the mistakes appear to be happening consis-
tently across cohorts. This interpretation is consistent with the evidence in Scholz,
Seshadri, and Khitatrakun (2006) suggesting that American households in the
original Health and Retirement Study (HRS) cohort—households with heads born
between 1931 and 1941—are preparing optimally for retirement, in the sense that
they are maximizing the discounted value of lifetime utility, given their lifetime
resources. We elaborate on this idea in the final section.

It is also striking that the very strong economic and stock market perfor-
mance between 1998 and 2004 is evident only in figure 2.6, which is restricted
to those with a college degree. The upticks in 2001 and 2004 are not solely or
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primarily a stock market phenomenon. Consider, for example, the cohort that
was twenty-five to thirty-nine in 1962. In 1998 their median housing equity 
was $108,500, and their stock market wealth (stocks, stock mutual funds, and
defined-contribution pensions) was $75,950. In 2001 these assets had grown to
$160,000 and $119,000. Similar patterns hold (and more dramatically) for the
young cohort (twenty-five to thirty-nine) defined in 1983 and 1992. The typical
American’s balance sheet is still tied more closely to housing markets than
stock markets.

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 present the evolution of cohort net worth for whites and all
other racial and ethnic groups. (Black and Hispanic households are combined,
owing to small sample sizes.) Figure 2.8 (for whites) shows the patterns described
previously. The Depression cohort has significantly lower levels of net worth than
other cohorts. There is a steady increase in net worth over the life cycle. Median
net worth appears to be growing strongly over time.

The patterns for nonwhites shown in figure 2.9 make vivid the enormous eco-
nomic disadvantage faced by black and Hispanic households. Median net worth
across cohorts is extremely low—in many cases less than half the amounts shown
in figure 2.7 for cohorts with less than a college degree. Moreover, there is very lit-
tle increase in net worth over time for the twenty-five- to thirty-nine-year-old
cohorts in particular. The only (slightly) heartening result is that for the older
cohorts (age forty to fifty-four), starting net worth appears to be increasing with
each cohort. But the levels are still strikingly low.
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BLACK-WHITE DIFFERENCES 
IN WEALTH ACCUMULATION

The cohort differences in white-black median wealth shown in figures 2.8 and 2.9 are
striking. A natural reaction might be to wonder whether black families have lower
net worth than white families because their income is lower. This is not the sole expla-
nation, however, since even when black and white families with similar incomes are
compared, black families accumulate less wealth. A near-universal finding of
studies that seek to explain differences in the wealth held by black and white fami-
lies is that considerably more of the wealth gap can be “explained” if the regression
coefficients estimated on a sample of white households are used to predict wealth for
black households than if the regression coefficients estimated on a sample of black
households are used to predict wealth for white households. This discrepancy is
unsatisfying, since there is no a priori reason to prefer one approach to the other.

We briefly discuss the factors that affect wealth accumulation across groups as a
way to highlight many of the broader behavioral mechanisms affecting wealth accu-
mulation. Our discussion draws on the work of John Karl Scholz and Kara Levine
(2004), who have surveyed the academic work on black-white wealth differences.

The first observation is that blacks have systematically less income than
whites. If wealth is a convex function of income (if wealth increases with income
at an increasing rate), the predicted wealth function using only the low end of the
income distribution will be flatter—there will appear to be a weaker relationship
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gaining access to credit cards has increased over time. Increasing credit access
might imply that we would see fewer households with access problems. On the
other hand, expansion of credit may encourage more marginally creditworthy
borrowers to seek credit, leading to more frequent indications of credit access
problems. To the extent that these tendencies exist, they appear to largely offset
one another. Twenty-five percent of households in the bottom income quintile
have credit access problems, and more than one-third of single-parent households
and black households have credit access problems.

The last measure of financial well-being that we examine is a question posed in
the SCF beginning in 1989 about whether a household has ever, in the current or
past job, been covered by an employer-provided pension. Table 2.3 shows that
57 percent of households have been covered by pensions since 1989, and this per-
centage has remained steady over time. Not surprisingly, however, the probabilities
increase with household resources. Only 20 percent of households in the lowest
income quintile are covered by pensions. Forty-two percent of single parents and
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TABLE 2.1 / Population Groups That Declared Bankruptcy, 1998, 2001, 2004

1998 2001 2004

Full sample 8.5% 10.0% 11.1%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 6.4 7.1 8.9
Second quintile 9.2 12.5 13.8
Middle quintile 11.6 13.4 15.3
Fourth quintile 10.8 10.9 11.3
Highest quintile 4.8 5.8 6.0

Education
Less than high school 7.4 9.1 10.0
High school 10.8 12.4 13.5
More than high school 7.6 8.9 10.1

Marital status
Single parent 14.2 14.4 16.7
Married 8.7 10.3 10.0
Single, childless 6.1 7.6 11.0

Race-ethnicity
White and other 8.6 9.4 10.6
Black 10.5 10.3 16.3
Hispanic 4.4 15.8 7.3

Age
Under thirty 4.7 4.0 2.8
Thirty to sixty-four 11.1 13.6 14.1
Sixty-five or older 3.0 2.8 7.1

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances and authors’ calculations.



half of black households have pension entitlements. Pension coverage has been
fairly steady over time. Households without pension entitlements and low levels
of private net worth generally rely on Social Security in retirement. As reported in
Scholz, Seshadri, and Khitatrakun (2006), Social Security replacement rates in
1993, as measured by an average of the last five years of earnings prior to retire-
ment, were 41.7 percent for married couples without a high school degree and
28.2 percent for married couples with a college degree.

THE WEALTH ACCUMULATION 
OF HOUSEHOLD COHORTS

This section presents a novel analysis of how the wealth of cohorts of households
evolved between 1962 and 2004. Typical analyses of wealth accumulation—
including the analysis up to this point in the chapter—look at statistics about the
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TABLE 2.2 / Population Groups with Problems Getting Access to Credit, 1983 to 2004

1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 16.9% 17.1% 20.1% 20.4% 19.4% 19.3% 20.1%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 24.5 21.0 25.9 28.3 25.5 25.7 25.3
Second quintile 21.0 25.2 22.9 23.9 24.9 27.0 29.9
Middle quintile 20.6 16.0 22.9 22.8 21.8 20.9 22.8
Fourth quintile 11.6 14.5 17.7 17.4 15.8 14.8 15.0
Highest quintile 6.6 7.8 10.5 9.1 8.7 7.3 7.3

Education
Less than high school 15.2 17.5 20.8 24.5 24.3 24.4 26.7
High school 18.4 19.3 22.1 20.3 20.8 21.9 22.3
More than high school 16.9 15.4 18.7 18.7 16.8 16.0 17.0

Marital status
Single parent 21.9 26.8 40.8 35.9 35.0 36.2 38.2
Married 13.0 15.8 17.7 17.6 17.4 16.7 17.2
Single, childless 24.4 16.2 17.3 19.6 17.5 18.0 18.3

Race-ethnicity
White and other 14.0 14.2 16.5 16.5 15.8 15.3 15.8
Black 33.5 26.6 33.5 40.6 36.9 35.6 37.9
Hispanic 23.9 31.2 36.1 30.3 31.6 31.7 29.2

Age
Under thirty 34.3 28.9 33.1 36.4 37.2 39.6 34.8
Thirty to sixty-four 15.2 18.4 22.4 21.7 20.9 19.7 22.1
Sixty-five or older 4.4 4.6 5.3 6.0 3.5 4.8 4.4

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances and authors’ calculations.



evolution of mean or median wealth held by the population, sometimes broken
out by subgroups. The discussion of these trends often includes statements that
the financial well-being of representative families has increased (or decreased) rel-
ative to other populations. But these analyses miss the fact that the median house-
hold in one year is quite unlikely to be the median in another, if for no other
reason than that people age, and as they do they typically accumulate wealth, at
least into retirement.

With repeated cross-sectional data, as we have with the SCF, we can follow the
financial fortunes of cohorts of households over time and look at how their expe-
riences differ from other household cohorts. Focusing on cohorts provides a dif-
ferent and arguably more informative analysis of the evolution of resources for
typical American families over time.

In figure 2.5, we show the evolution of wealth for two age groups: households
with a head between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-nine and households with
a head between forty and fifty-four. In the SCF, the head is arbitrarily chosen to
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TABLE 2.3 / SCF Households with Any Pension Coverage

1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 56.3% 56.2% 56.9% 56.9% 57.1% 57.5%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 24.0 20.1 20.6 22.7 20.8 19.6
Second quintile 42.9 46.4 45.6 45.2 47.0 46.9
Middle quintile 65.1 63.3 63.8 63.0 63.1 65.8
Fourth quintile 75.5 75.1 75.1 78.1 77.8 75.7
Highest quintile 79.4 79.4 81.1 78.6 78.4 80.1

Education
Less than high school 44.3 37.1 37.2 37.5 34.7 34.2
High school 53.0 52.6 55.8 53.8 53.4 55.8
More than high school 65.9 66.4 65.6 65.9 67.0 65.2

Marital status
Single parent 36.9 42.7 40.4 38.4 41.4 42.1
Married 67.8 66.8 65.2 65.2 66.0 65.3
Single, childless 41.8 41.6 47.3 47.9 44.4 48.5

Race-ethnicity
White and other 61.4 59.7 59.1 60.7 59.9 61.6
Black 38.9 47.1 48.2 46.0 50.2 49.9
Hispanic 34.5 34.7 45.4 32.3 40.6 34.8

Age
Under thirty 29.7 36.8 41.2 33.4 35.3 32.7
Thirty to sixty-four 64.3 63.0 63.7 64.1 64.1 62.2
Sixty-five or older 53.2 49.0 47.4 50.4 49.7 58.7

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances and authors’ calculations.



As the chapters in this volume make clear, there may be important opportuni-
ties to improve household well-being by disseminating cost-effective approaches
to improving financial education, providing greater access to financial services,
and promulgating harsh restrictions on predatory lending practices.

We thank Michael Barr and Becky Blank for their guidance, Ben Cowan for outstand-
ing assistance, Jeff Liebman and conference participants for their comments, and Karen
Pence for her insights on the Survey of Consumer Finances. We also thank Arthur
Kennickell and his colleagues at the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve for their
extraordinary work in developing, conducting, and analyzing the SCFs, and Kevin
Moore and Chris Carroll for generously sharing their net worth definitions for the 1962
Survey of Financial Characteristics of Consumers.
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TABLE 2A.1 / Population with Positive Net Worth, 1962 to 2004

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 86.7% 92.1% 88.4% 89.8% 90.4% 89.6% 90.4% 91.0%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 70.6 78.0 70.6 74.4 77.1 75.7 76.0 80.3
Second quintile 82.2 90.0 88.0 90.5 88.5 88.3 88.7 87.9
Middle quintile 87.1 94.5 93.0 92.2 91.9 90.5 92.1 92.3
Fourth quintile 95.4 98.5 94.1 94.7 96.5 95.9 96.5 95.4
Highest quintile 98.3 99.4 98.9 98.6 98.7 98.8 99.5 99.5

Education
Less than high school 83.2 87.3 82.9 83.2 84.1 82.8 82.2 86.1
High school 90.8 94.7 88.0 89.8 91.4 92.0 91.3 93.7
More than high school 91.4 93.5 92.1 92.5 92.4 90.7 92.8 91.1

Marital status
Single parent 70.1 86.0 73.8 77.3 77.2 80.9 76.6 82.3
Married 89.6 96.2 93.9 93.3 94.4 93.2 94.7 94.7
Single, childless 82.3 85.2 83.4 87.8 87.8 85.9 87.0 87.5

Race-ethnicity
White and other 89.0 95.1 93.2 92.7 92.8 92.2 93.3 93.3
Black 65.8 77.8 68.4 80.0 79.2 78.8 78.7 80.2
Hispanic — 73.3 73.3 74.9 81.9 77.9 81.4 88.6

Age
Under thirty 67.3 82.3 77.5 73.3 78.2 72.0 73.8 74.9
Thirty to sixty-four 89.1 94.5 89.0 91.3 91.1 91.2 92.2 92.3
Sixty-five or older 91.1 94.3 95.1 96.2 96.4 96.0 95.8 97.5

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.



TABLE 2A.2 / Mean and Median Net Worth, Conditional on Having Positive Amounts, 1962 to 2004 (2004 Dollars)

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Means
Full sample 164,531 250,822 326,722 280,868 292,649 366,975 469,293 493,205
Income quintile

Lowest quintile 67,193 61,140 57,381 63,918 75,568 79,739 75,861 92,359
Second quintile 74,167 92,414 124,695 97,215 113,116 130,161 144,017 142,066
Middle quintile 92,650 114,840 173,098 156,000 138,509 162,504 198,156 214,667
Fourth quintile 118,101 166,451 229,993 197,953 210,990 249,160 329,939 356,835
Highest quintile 418,987 756,494 969,134 828,987 861,537 1,119,857 1,502,622 1,527,850

Education
Less than high school 113,601 111,889 142,251 110,467 120,696 112,432 137,359 158,497
High school 128,850 171,167 207,186 171,793 186,906 204,946 218,318 215,753
More than high school 320,045 404,000 505,728 408,039 419,180 548,112 711,894 735,634

Marital status
Single parent 74,984 147,499 130,505 95,104 119,644 148,463 133,916 160,358
Married 178,363 317,469 424,426 366,627 372,196 475,274 608,668 651,423
Single, childless 138,700 115,166 181,228 172,048 185,137 218,847 265,083 287,937

Race-ethnicity
White and other 174,728 279,719 373,350 321,006 333,924 420,306 551,177 585,686
Black 35,858 71,206 91,278 88,056 74,269 88,010 98,822 134,545
Hispanic — 67,888 93,154 102,165 95,838 126,961 124,760 157,192

Age
Under thirty 36,447 45,356 79,852 51,784 52,188 55,765 91,575 68,390
Thirty to sixty-four 167,381 267,811 342,251 293,779 300,672 382,911 475,659 518,980
Sixty-five or older 217,953 378,833 434,760 358,135 397,352 473,208 638,990 624,476



Median amounts
Full sample 60,523 79,467 96,141 83,719 87,013 104,683 115,633 119,900
Income quintile

Lowest quintile 37,348 18,494 15,843 26,443 19,832 23,873 25,066 17,000
Second quintile 34,183 40,244 56,304 51,702 57,451 59,532 54,931 52,300
Middle quintile 41,933 63,490 80,404 65,220 66,412 82,861 81,490 87,200
Fourth quintile 67,141 93,600 116,478 106,947 99,767 136,518 167,429 167,990
Highest quintile 131,611 250,054 353,426 270,492 259,614 356,534 474,970 512,800

Education
Less than high school 53,011 52,080 61,591 43,085 49,047 48,650 52,265 41,460
High school 63,325 71,805 82,720 63,685 81,919 77,530 77,971 81,000
More than high school 75,322 120,471 154,014 125,888 113,166 149,718 193,273 197,500

Marital status
Single parent 26,921 58,034 30,955 28,948 36,925 33,202 35,039 36,920
Married 65,771 102,833 139,207 118,887 111,171 140,620 169,701 171,482
Single, childless 48,739 22,488 49,480 54,125 58,653 70,727 73,971 77,000

Race-ethnicity
White and other 66,690 91,262 121,414 102,542 102,817 124,836 151,035 155,000
Black 12,910 24,879 34,657 37,767 33,739 28,972 37,119 34,700
Hispanic — 28,580 23,917 30,161 32,847 31,464 28,586 35,300

Age
Under thirty 8,963 13,940 15,188 15,214 17,911 14,139 17,119 15,700
Thirty to sixty-four 67,816 95,901 116,204 91,690 91,227 106,966 125,105 129,250
Sixty-five or older 69,011 114,201 129,488 131,543 130,357 166,417 191,588 184,700

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.
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TABLE 2A.3 / Population with Positive Financial Assets, 1962 to 2004

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 85.0% 89.6% 88.5% 90.3% 90.7% 92.8% 93.1% 93.8%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 60.0 69.4 62.0 69.9 69.3 76.0 74.8 80.3
Second quintile 79.7 85.4 88.3 88.9 90.4 93.0 93.2 91.7
Middle quintile 89.8 95.0 97.4 95.8 96.6 97.3 98.4 98.3
Fourth quintile 97.1 98.6 98.6 99.4 98.2 99.1 99.7 99.1
Highest quintile 98.3 99.8 99.8 99.4 100.0 99.9 99.7 99.9

Education
Less than high school 79.2 76.9 74.2 73.2 76.0 77.6 78.4 78.4
High school 91.9 93.2 88.3 90.5 90.2 93.7 92.9 93.4
More than high school 92.7 96.1 97.3 97.5 97.0 97.8 98.3 98.6

Marital status
Single parent 62.2 80.3 72.1 75.9 76.2 82.5 81.1 86.2
Married 88.6 93.7 94.0 94.1 94.5 95.4 95.7 95.8
Single, childless 79.8 88.7 84.0 88.5 89.1 91.5 92.2 93.2

Race-ethnicity
White and other 87.7 94.1 94.8 95.0 94.5 96.0 96.3 97.0
Black 57.7 67.7 62.5 77.2 73.4 80.4 83.7 85.3
Hispanic — 63.9 67.7 62.3 75.5 76.9 76.0 79.5

Age
Under thirty 81.0 85.7 84.2 84.0 84.9 85.9 87.4 90.4
Thirty to sixty-four 86.1 90.9 88.6 91.3 91.2 93.8 93.7 93.5
Sixty-five or older 83.6 89.3 91.5 91.4 93.0 93.9 94.8 97.0

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.



TABLE 2A.4 / Mean and Median Financial Assets, Conditional on Positive Amounts, 1962 to 2004 (2004 Dollars)

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Mean
Full sample 72,145 85,581 113,653 103,425 121,139 166,703 217,303 200,298
Income quintile

Lowest quintile 28,484 10,319 19,207 15,524 19,841 24,583 26,062 23,061
Second quintile 21,348 22,102 33,770 30,525 39,702 49,019 48,895 42,797
Middle quintile 32,434 30,550 49,534 51,179 49,937 60,468 87,138 74,076
Fourth quintile 40,731 47,194 79,895 67,188 84,611 111,174 158,101 145,497
Highest quintile 207,402 282,614 349,721 324,616 375,984 552,736 734,466 671,451

Education
Less than high school 39,380 32,816 39,984 34,594 38,656 34,987 47,953 43,216
High school 47,619 44,730 62,356 58,314 65,368 81,164 83,067 80,206
More than high school 169,028 145,389 179,754 149,943 178,653 252,685 336,453 296,582

Marital status
Single parent 29,543 57,358 38,079 35,153 44,551 70,066 54,747 51,372
Married 72,721 105,592 145,280 130,801 150,664 212,738 281,150 269,352
Single, childless 77,915 41,008 70,170 70,871 85,719 107,335 133,702 118,525

Race-ethnicity
White and other 77,613 95,751 129,550 118,504 137,106 190,297 255,778 240,197
Black 8,767 14,086 25,175 24,039 28,436 45,030 43,695 41,773
Hispanic — 10,908 24,684 25,736 36,558 47,516 46,544 43,654

Age
Under thirty 14,181 12,018 24,010 14,394 19,789 19,459 39,660 18,924
Thirty to sixty-four 69,482 80,253 106,716 102,559 115,783 170,502 218,195 205,560
Sixty-five or older 119,904 174,163 194,984 158,803 196,717 242,921 320,818 291,689

(Table continues on p. 54.)



TABLE 2A.4 / Continued

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Median amounts
Full sample 12,510 12,021 17,214 15,282 17,601 25,612 29,865 23,000
Income quintile

Lowest quintile 5,248 2,156 1,600 1,618 1,785 2,318 2,133 1,400
Second quintile 5,567 6,828 6,413 5,790 7,437 8,170 8,533 4,970
Middle quintile 7,462 7,966 13,101 10,812 11,032 19,354 19,199 15,900
Fourth quintile 13,454 15,121 22,851 22,216 26,017 41,593 60,265 49,480
Highest quintile 39,707 61,448 106,789 93,306 91,723 156,068 213,112 199,000

Education
Less than high school 9,601 5,906 6,094 3,905 4,834 5,794 5,333 2,580
High school 12,541 9,946 12,187 10,381 12,581 16,109 14,869 12,840
More than high school 23,212 20,862 28,335 28,342 28,942 44,617 60,478 48,020

Marital status
Single parent 4,760 8,034 4,860 3,770 4,710 6,142 7,520 3,280
Married 12,516 16,438 24,679 24,101 26,030 37,664 46,985 39,500
Single, childless 14,111 5,766 10,511 10,381 11,032 15,147 16,138 12,800

Race-ethnicity
White and other 13,292 14,659 22,866 19,792 21,691 33,782 39,999 35,000
Black 2,615 2,955 2,742 3,905 5,330 6,409 8,426 3,580
Hispanic — 3,604 2,742 2,693 4,871 3,651 4,480 4,570

Age
Under thirty 1,876 2,822 3,504 2,801 4,462 3,593 4,149 3,100
Thirty to sixty-four 14,443 14,704 20,231 18,257 20,328 30,943 37,087 31,300
Sixty-five or older 18,765 26,837 35,221 32,448 28,632 46,124 46,825 38,100

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.
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Assets and Liabilities Held by Low-Income Families

TABLE 2A.5 / Population with Positive Equity, 1962 to 2004

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 17.2% 19.1% 31.7% 36.7% 40.4% 48.6% 52.2% 50.2%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 7.4 4.2 3.7 8.0 6.4 10.8 13.0 11.7
Second quintile 7.2 10.5 16.0 20.3 26.0 31.3 34.7 30.0
Middle quintile 13.4 15.8 31.6 35.1 41.5 50.8 54.1 51.9
Fourth quintile 20.7 22.9 43.7 51.2 54.3 69.3 74.5 69.8
Highest quintile 37.4 42.0 68.2 71.9 75.0 84.0 87.4 88.2

Education
Less than high school 10.3 6.6 10.2 11.8 15.6 18.6 19.7 15.7
High school 20.3 17.0 26.9 29.4 33.7 42.6 43.7 41.8
More than high school 31.8 29.6 48.0 51.5 54.5 63.2 68.4 64.6

Marital status
Single parent 7.4 12.0 16.1 19.9 24.3 30.4 29.8 28.2
Married 18.9 22.2 39.5 44.9 48.3 57.5 61.6 60.0
Single, childless 14.6 18.1 22.7 27.5 31.2 38.2 41.3 40.1

Race-ethnicity
White and other 19.0 21.9 37.2 42.0 44.6 54.0 57.7 57.7
Black 1.5 6.0 10.5 18.0 20.0 28.7 33.2 26.4
Hispanic — 1.0 12.1 11.8 24.9 21.0 29.4 22.0

Age
Under thirty 9.2 11.4 18.4 23.6 32.7 33.2 43.2 34.3
Thirty to sixty-four 18.9 20.7 37.0 42.6 45.1 56.0 58.7 56.5
Sixty-five or older 16.5 21.8 26.5 28.1 31.4 36.1 37.9 40.7

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.



TABLE 2A.6 / Mean and Median Equity, Conditional on Positive Amounts, 1962 to 2004 (2004 Dollars)

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Mean
Full sample 123,668 110,381 91,079 85,402 112,757 172,206 219,140 191,675
Income quintile

Lowest quintile 78,102 11,853 39,952 18,861 32,607 39,563 59,022 50,408
Second quintile 47,203 16,842 21,537 21,389 41,040 42,785 48,967 40,670
Middle quintile 46,725 18,082 26,681 28,576 33,364 45,078 77,684 61,313
Fourth quintile 23,019 25,779 40,820 37,435 56,595 73,784 110,925 86,538
Highest quintile 230,886 224,151 173,264 174,242 231,589 396,739 504,757 423,809

Education
Less than high school 87,428 40,417 40,349 25,929 35,751 41,058 57,711 42,330
High school 62,638 53,078 38,468 44,666 55,120 84,200 81,866 68,497
More than high school 193,946 146,087 118,064 104,847 143,156 220,643 285,194 244,186

Marital status
Single parent 63,423 90,251 37,236 24,917 38,600 105,023 50,804 68,625
Married 119,298 128,217 103,665 93,715 126,071 194,919 251,388 227,927
Single, childless 146,950 40,922 63,507 76,028 95,391 126,681 165,836 121,651

Race-ethnicity
White and other 126,993 115,030 96,769 91,162 122,339 186,877 244,477 209,892
Black 12,472 5,991 23,439 28,119 20,586 35,756 44,637 44,129
Hispanic — 9,413 12,129 16,395 32,604 58,096 49,070 52,492

Age
Under thirty 41,437 11,453 29,234 10,338 14,531 21,787 42,354 18,985
Thirty to sixty-four 86,814 85,876 77,881 80,995 103,771 159,976 200,195 183,064
Sixty-five or older 308,884 236,249 176,725 145,458 216,918 319,524 440,671 320,767



Median amounts
Full sample 8,945 7,617 13,710 14,676 17,973 28,972 37,332 32,500
Income quintile

Lowest quintile 21,023 3,630 21,327 8,886 4,338 5,794 8,320 8,000
Second quintile 11,140 6,638 9,140 5,116 8,057 11,010 8,533 10,000
Middle quintile 3,127 5,713 7,617 6,732 7,437 14,023 15,999 15,000
Fourth quintile 5,042 4,116 9,140 10,973 16,114 21,440 31,466 27,000
Highest quintile 20,523 18,966 35,419 37,699 45,862 92,132 131,195 110,000

Education
Less than high school 4,941 6,638 12,187 6,732 6,817 11,589 9,600 9,000
High school 6,593 5,690 11,425 8,078 12,395 18,542 18,133 18,000
More than high school 15,481 9,483 15,234 18,850 24,170 38,719 53,331 46,800

Marital status
Single parent 7,506 7,586 6,094 5,924 7,437 14,718 8,746 9,600
Married 6,593 9,483 15,234 16,157 21,072 35,028 46,729 40,000
Single, childless 28,116 4,741 12,187 13,464 13,635 20,860 26,666 27,600

Race-ethnicity
White and other 9,382 8,535 15,234 15,484 19,832 34,014 43,732 39,000
Black 1,876 1,138 6,094 8,078 5,578 8,112 9,706 11,000
Hispanic — 9,413 1,523 5,857 6,321 10,430 8,213 9,400

Age
Under thirty 3,615 1,897 3,047 3,097 4,710 5,215 4,160 4,700
Thirty to sixty-four 7,900 7,586 13,710 15,484 18,679 30,131 38,399 32,500
Sixty-five or older 32,413 22,759 38,085 28,274 34,086 64,898 140,795 75,800

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.
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TABLE 2A.8 / Mean and Median Net Housing Wealth, Conditional on Positive Amounts,
1962 to 2004 (2004 Dollars)

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Mean
Full sample 60,869 102,871 121,602 101,349 94,032 105,165 131,721 163,715

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 45,105 59,227 56,337 63,703 63,014 72,197 70,735 85,021
Second quintile 51,240 77,119 87,056 73,868 76,605 82,995 96,409 99,215
Middle quintile 47,612 77,856 97,738 81,692 78,489 80,270 87,992 116,000
Fourth quintile 55,881 88,077 99,891 86,462 80,413 88,289 111,219 136,371
Highest quintile 87,337 167,561 207,059 166,235 143,368 167,420 232,783 299,000

Education
Less than 53,424 73,731 80,181 67,478 68,970 71,818 80,287 111,930 

high school
High school 59,434 87,124 99,865 79,232 78,677 87,199 90,951 106,458
More than 81,158 135,146 157,312 125,914 112,287 124,552 166,736 202,553 
high school

Insufficient Funds

TABLE 2A.7 / Population with Positive Housing Wealth

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 56.2% 63.1% 62.7% 63.0% 63.2% 64.3% 66.3% 68.0%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 40.0 40.3 33.4 40.1 39.5 38.7 38.6 39.6
Second quintile 42.8 51.5 55.3 56.9 55.3 54.8 56.3 56.3
Middle quintile 51.8 60.6 64.1 61.7 60.0 65.1 64.7 70.4
Fourth quintile 67.9 74.9 75.2 73.1 75.7 76.6 81.0 82.1
Highest quintile 78.3 88.3 89.6 85.7 86.7 88.6 92.5 92.3

Education
Less than high school 55.4 61.3 59.9 57.2 58.0 53.8 56.1 56.5
High school 57.8 64.7 59.4 61.8 64.1 63.8 64.0 65.4
More than high school 56.4 63.2 66.8 66.2 64.8 68.5 71.1 72.8

Marital status
Single parent 42.6 51.3 41.1 44.0 45.0 45.2 44.5 51.9
Married 62.8 75.3 77.5 74.1 73.6 75.9 77.5 78.5
Single, childless 40.3 32.1 42.7 49.5 50.1 49.2 51.0 54.4

Race-ethnicity
White and other 57.6 67.4 68.6 67.4 67.4 70.0 72.4 73.7
Black 38.0 44.0 40.5 48.5 45.0 38.9 40.9 45.3
Hispanic — 31.6 40.2 41.4 44.4 42.5 46.5 54.1

Age
Under thirty 26.5 29.8 27.1 24.4 27.9 26.3 28.3 29.4
Thirty to sixty-four 60.3 70.0 67.9 66.3 66.7 67.5 70.1 71.1
Sixty-five or older 60.8 75.1 74.4 78.3 76.0 79.2 79.0 83.2

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.
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Marital status
Single parent 48,242 85,806 89,928 75,396 76,447 75,793 74,134 83,381
Married 60,523 109,951 127,747 108,099 99,450 114,767 145,796 183,250
Single childless 65,478 80,448 111,525 91,034 84,687 86,856 106,387 140,052

Race-ethnicity
White and other 63,328 107,445 129,247 108,431 99,655 110,848 142,865 178,095
Black 32,731 58,495 70,819 58,022 54,292 54,971 55,276 82,242
Hispanic — 98,091 74,771 64,921 61,919 76,489 69,623 100,441

Age
Under thirty 32,241 40,160 46,724 40,883 31,321 39,218 43,490 45,391
Thirty to 61,032 107,167 123,837 97,596 89,028 97,194 124,204 160,254
sixty-four

Sixty-five 68,644 115,447 136,070 122,710 121,825 139,925 172,860 199,361
or older

Median amounts
Full sample 48,163 74,809 76,169 64,627 61,975 69,534 77,864 90,000
Income quintile

Lowest quintile 37,530 44,293 38,085 47,124 48,341 57,945 57,598 57,000
Second quintile 42,534 65,451 67,197 53,856 61,975 63,739 60,798 68,000
Middle quintile 37,530 61,707 62,459 56,549 55,778 51,745 60,798 70,000
Fourth quintile 46,912 71,306 71,599 58,972 57,017 61,421 70,398 89,000
Highest quintile 70,812 115,508 123,394 107,712 89,244 99,665 133,329 168,000

Education
Less than 43,785 56,898 60,935 49,817 49,580 57,945 58,665 60,000

high school
High school 56,295 70,174 68,552 54,529 57,017 61,421 63,998 70,000
More than 61,724 94,829 99,020 79,438 73,131 75,328 93,863 110,000 
high school

Marital status
Single parent 37,530 66,381 65,506 51,163 50,820 42,879 45,865 45,000
Married 46,912 77,147 77,693 65,974 64,454 71,852 85,330 100,000
Single, childless 55,188 54,007 68,552 67,320 61,975 63,739 70,504 85,000

Race-ethnicity
White and other 50,040 75,863 83,786 70,013 68,173 71,852 85,330 97,000
Black 23,143 41,355 45,702 43,085 37,185 37,085 38,399 47,000
Hispanic — 79,657 38,085 42,412 49,580 49,833 50,132 60,000

Age
Under thirty 13,761 31,038 25,898 20,196 22,311 18,542 23,466 24,000
Thirty to 49,571 78,818 79,216 60,588 57,017 61,421 69,331 82,000
sixty-four

Sixty-five 53,167 75,863 77,693 87,516 95,442 93,871 106,663 120,000
or older

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.

Assets and Liabilities Held by Low-Income Families

TABLE 2A.8 / Continued

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004
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TABLE 2A.9 / Population with Positive Credit Card Debt, 1962 to 2004

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 0.0% 37.0% 39.6% 43.8% 47.4% 43.9% 44.3% 46.3%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 0.0 12.3 15.9 24.8 26.5 24.9 30.2 29.3
Second quintile 0.0 26.1 30.3 42.6 44.2 41.0 44.4 42.6
Middle quintile 0.0 45.0 50.0 52.1 52.7 50.2 53.0 55.3
Fourth quintile 0.0 53.6 56.7 55.9 60.4 57.7 53.0 56.1
Highest quintile 0.0 48.3 48.9 45.3 54.1 47.5 40.7 48.1

Education
Less than high school 0.0 21.4 24.2 29.9 32.6 29.4 29.3 29.7
High school 0.0 41.0 41.1 45.7 51.1 43.5 47.8 49.3
More than high school 0.0 45.3 47.7 48.6 51.3 49.6 47.5 49.5

Marital status
Single parent 0.0 27.7 35.3 43.5 44.3 37.7 47.7 48.5
Married 0.0 43.1 46.8 49.5 53.0 49.9 46.6 50.1
Single, childless 0.0 27.8 27.5 33.6 37.8 34.8 38.0 38.0

Race-ethnicity
White and other 0.0 37.9 41.2 44.0 46.9 44.2 43.2 46.0
Black 0.0 32.9 33.0 44.5 46.8 40.8 50.9 46.1
Hispanic — 32.8 34.3 40.4 56.5 46.0 44.1 49.0

Age
Under thirty 0.0 33.7 41.6 49.8 51.4 49.7 48.0 46.4
Thirty to sixty-four 0.0 45.5 45.8 48.2 54.3 50.4 50.0 52.2
Sixty-five or older 0.0 13.7 20.0 27.2 24.9 20.5 24.2 27.8

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.

TABLE 2A.10 / Mean and Median Credit Card Debt, Conditional on Positive
Amounts, 1983 to 2004 (2004 Dollars)

1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Mean
Full sample 1,644 2,877 3,116 3,709 4,780 4,415 5,132

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 994 937 1,698 2,510 2,890 2,217 2,691
Second quintile 1,087 1,857 2,215 2,879 3,252 2,966 3,811
Middle quintile 1,402 2,494 2,547 3,397 4,974 3,927 5,161
Fourth quintile 1,706 2,948 3,811 3,482 5,286 5,345 5,552
Highest quintile 2,267 4,551 4,660 5,576 6,351 7,251 7,304

Education
Less than high school 1,348 1,918 2,188 2,615 3,072 2,328 3,600
High school 1,384 2,610 2,567 3,062 4,050 3,883 4,495
More than high school 1,920 3,328 3,662 4,381 5,524 5,168 5,734
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TABLE 2A.10 / Continued

1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Marital status
Single parent 1,205 2,094 2,786 3,038 3,811 3,317 4,257
Married 1,809 3,001 3,432 4,086 5,316 4,785 5,725
Single, childless 1,331 2,838 2,415 2,984 3,697 4,003 4,072

Race-ethnicity
White and other 1,556 2,839 3,238 3,997 5,173 4,690 5,620
Black 2,080 3,215 2,337 2,562 2,870 3,225 3,324
Hispanic 2,419 2,797 3,157 2,414 3,358 4,005 3,811

Age
Under thirty 1,296 2,439 2,569 3,061 3,237 3,447 2,975
Thirty to sixty-four 1,788 3,150 3,421 4,117 5,207 4,647 5,571
Sixty-five or older 1,000 1,735 2,200 1,981 4,047 4,182 4,865

Median amounts
Full sample 948 1,371 1,346 1,847 1,970 2,027 2,150

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 664 533 741 868 1,101 1,067 1,000
Second quintile 749 990 1,144 1,611 1,565 1,280 1,800
Middle quintile 759 1,219 1,252 1,859 2,271 2,133 2,100
Fourth quintile 998 1,523 2,020 1,934 2,665 2,613 3,000
Highest quintile 1,517 3,047 2,383 2,727 2,781 3,200 3,000

Education
Less than high school 759 1,066 942 1,240 1,367 960 1,100
High school 802 1,371 1,346 1,487 1,622 1,920 2,000
More than high school 1,138 1,523 1,548 2,169 2,318 2,453 2,500

Marital status
Single parent 759 1,219 1,481 1,860 1,622 1,824 2,080
Married 1,000 1,523 1,521 1,958 2,318 2,240 2,400
Single, childless 759 1,051 1,077 1,240 1,738 1,419 1,850

Race-ethnicity
White and other 910 1,386 1,346 1,859 2,318 2,133 2,500
Black 1,146 914 969 1,240 1,043 1,547 1,330
Hispanic 1,612 1,676 2,289 1,735 1,391 1,728 1,780

Age
Under thirty 759 1,219 1,306 1,425 1,507 1,600 1,330
Thirty to sixty-four 1,043 1,523 1,535 2,219 2,318 2,240 2,500
Sixty-five or older 379 777 916 781 1,159 960 1,770

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.
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TABLE 2A.11 / Population with Positive Vehicle Wealth, 1962 to 2004

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Full sample 73.9% 84.4% 83.7% 86.3% 84.2% 82.7% 84.7% 86.3%

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 30.9 52.6 52.6 58.5 59.4 59.6 56.7 64.9
Second quintile 68.9 82.5 84.1 87.3 86.2 82.4 86.8 85.4
Middle quintile 83.3 93.5 94.0 94.2 91.0 89.4 91.7 91.4
Fourth quintile 92.3 96.6 95.8 96.3 92.8 92.9 95.1 95.4
Highest quintile 94.1 96.8 96.0 97.6 92.9 91.5 93.9 94.5

Education
Less than high school 66.6 72.5 70.6 71.8 71.7 71.4 68.3 71.9
High school 85.9 88.1 84.8 86.0 87.0 84.6 86.8 87.5
More than high school 80.3 90.0 90.8 92.5 87.6 85.9 89.2 89.8

Marital status
Single parent 51.7 67.6 61.7 67.4 69.9 67.0 72.1 77.5
Married 88.1 94.9 96.5 95.8 92.2 91.4 92.6 93.1
Single, childless 38.2 69.1 67.4 75.4 74.2 71.9 72.9 76.5

Race-ethnicity
White and other 77.2 88.6 88.8 90.4 87.9 87.1 88.6 89.8
Black 48.0 61.5 56.4 67.8 63.1 59.7 68.5 69.5
Hispanic — 67.6 76.7 73.6 79.5 71.1 73.0 81.2

Age
Under thirty 81.7 81.1 79.2 81.2 81.6 76.4 75.2 80.5
Thirty to sixty-four 80.4 89.4 87.7 89.4 87.0 86.0 89.0 88.5
Sixty-five or older 44.9 71.9 75.2 80.3 77.8 76.9 77.6 82.9

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.

TABLE 2A.12 / Mean and Median Vehicle Equity, Conditional on Positive Amounts, 
1962 to 2004 (2004 Dollars)

1962 1983 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 2004

Mean
Full sample 8,035 10,629 14,988 13,289 16,495 17,611 19,578 20,132

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 3,384 4,770 6,156 5,701 6,904 7,398 8,471 7,920
Second quintile 4,226 6,567 8,360 7,839 9,849 10,414 12,050 11,018
Middle quintile 6,246 8,182 11,840 10,752 13,880 14,330 16,034 15,927
Fourth quintile 8,799 11,718 16,794 14,943 19,329 19,443 22,234 24,046
Highest quintile 13,193 18,557 27,773 24,098 28,782 32,704 34,994 37,104

Education
Less than 6,415 7,545 9,938 8,847 11,617 11,921 13,665 12,870
high school

High school 8,774 10,122 15,390 11,403 16,326 15,140 17,180 18,033
More than 10,665 12,780 17,080 15,782 18,216 20,775 22,478 22,905
high school
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Marital status
Single parent 6,378 7,444 8,643 8,479 9,472 9,902 11,980 11,111
Married 8,396 12,307 18,045 16,094 19,914 21,659 23,674 25,495
Single, childless 6,161 6,336 8,804 8,288 10,778 10,431 11,524 11,185

Race-ethnicity
White and other 8,136 10,884 15,919 14,029 17,368 18,680 20,751 21,581
Black 6,277 8,953 10,745 9,851 11,202 10,913 14,016 12,822
Hispanic — 8,373 9,317 9,017 12,072 12,260 14,011 15,944

Age
Under thirty 6,570 7,700 10,479 9,559 13,336 11,844 14,050 13,169
Thirty to 8,664 12,095 16,848 14,796 17,971 19,388 21,140 22,412
sixty-four

Sixty-five 5,718 8,241 12,205 10,873 13,825 15,353 17,519 16,896
or older

Median amounts
Full sample 6,255 7,776 10,664 9,156 12,271 12,748 14,506 14,000

Income quintile
Lowest quintile 1,564 2,754 3,047 3,501 4,710 4,867 5,653 4,500
Second quintile 3,127 4,918 6,094 5,655 7,809 7,533 9,173 8,100
Middle quintile 4,691 6,685 9,140 8,280 11,527 11,241 13,866 13,100
Fourth quintile 7,475 9,557 13,710 12,522 16,114 16,225 19,199 20,000
Highest quintile 11,259 14,177 20,413 18,042 24,294 24,569 27,306 29,200

Education
Less than 4,378 5,168 6,094 5,386 8,057 7,417 9,386 8,400
high school

High school 7,350 7,804 10,664 8,348 12,519 11,473 13,173 12,300
More than 8,131 9,318 12,187 11,175 13,635 15,066 16,853 17,000

high school

Marital status
Single parent 4,691 4,931 6,094 5,386 7,313 7,069 8,640 7,700
Married 6,255 9,407 13,710 11,848 16,114 16,340 18,559 19,700
Single, childless 4,222 5,121 6,094 5,251 7,933 7,069 8,213 7,700

Race-ethnicity
White and other 6,255 7,918 11,425 9,694 13,263 13,710 15,679 15,700
Black 4,160 5,737 7,617 6,463 8,800 8,344 10,666 8,300
Hispanic — 6,496 6,094 5,655 9,048 8,344 10,026 9,800

Age
Under thirty 5,004 6,354 7,617 7,136 10,288 8,692 10,666 11,000
Thirty to 6,411 8,867 12,187 10,637 13,635 13,907 15,999 16,800
sixty-four

Sixty-five 3,127 5,233 7,617 6,328 9,048 10,198 12,800 10,200
or older

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances.
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demographics or attitudes; rather, some unbanked LMI individuals make transi-
tions into and out of being banked.

Moreover, the unbanked reported that they would prefer to be banked. There
was significant interest among the unbanked population in entering the main-
stream financial services sector. Of the unbanked respondents, 75 percent said that
they would like to open a bank account in the next year, and 33 percent said that they
had recently looked into getting a bank account. However, 17 percent reported that
a bank had denied their application to open a bank account when they sought to
open one, reflecting continued constraints on account opening.

Unbanked individuals reported a variety of reasons for why they were unbanked
(see figure 3.1). About two-thirds cited primarily financial reasons for their current
status. These financial reasons were described in different ways, but we can analyze
them as relating to the low income and asset levels of the household in relation to
high bank fees or other bank requirements. For example, 15 percent reported that
they did not have enough money, 10 percent reported that they were unemployed,
16 percent reported that they did not need a bank account, and 8 percent cited high
bank fees. Nonfinancial reasons included not trusting banks (6 percent), inconve-
nience (4 percent), the belief that bank accounts are not secure (5 percent), and the
belief that one can have more control over one’s finances or conduct transactions
more easily without an account (5 percent).
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Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
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FIGURE 3.1 / The Top Reasons Given by the Unbanked For Why They Were Unbanked



To assess which barriers to account opening were most important to the
unbanked, interviewers asked them what improved feature of a bank account
would make them most likely to open an account (see the distribution of responses
in figure 3.2). For 29 percent of the sample, lower fees were perceived as the pri-
mary facilitator to opening an account, while 20 percent considered more conven-
ient bank hours and locations the most important reason why they might open an
account with a particular bank. Respondents cited less confusing fees (16 percent),
lower minimum balances (14 percent), and the ability to get money faster (10 per-
cent) as the other main obstacles they would like to see removed. More than 10 per-
cent stated that none of these changes in bank account features would encourage
them to open an account.

HOUSEHOLD PREFERENCES FOR ELECTRONIC
BANKING AND PAYMENT CARDS

To further examine these preferences, we included a discrete-choice method to
predict consumer interest in payment cards as a function of the features that the
card offers the consumer. We explored the potential use of debit cards, prepaid
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Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
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electronic transfer to a place that was not a bank (for example, a check-cashing
outlet), while only 1 percent had a payroll card from their employer.

Both banked and unbanked households used a mix of banking and AFS
providers to meet their transactional needs to receive their income and pay their
bills. Unbanked households were more likely to use AFS providers than banked
households, but they still relied significantly on banking services. Despite their lack
of ready ability to cash checks at a bank, and as a function of their inability to receive
direct deposit, unbanked households were more likely than banked households to
be paid by check: nearly 64 percent of unbanked households reported receiving
income by check. Unbanked households were also, understandably, more likely
than banked households to be paid in cash: nearly 30 percent were paid that way.
Given their lower incomes and greater reliance on government support programs,
unbanked households were also much more likely to receive income or food stamps
through the Bridge Card: more than 40 percent received funds this way.

Unbanked households used a variety of formal and informal means to convert
the income they received by check into usable form. The dominant check-cashing
strategy used by unbanked households was to go to a bank. Over 83 percent of
unbanked households cashed checks at a bank—most often the bank that had issued
the check. The next most common place where the unbanked cashed checks was
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Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
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TABLE 3.1 / Characteristics of Sample Members, by Banked Status

Census All Banked Unbanked

Black 70.5% 69.1% 65.3% 78.3%
White 21.8 20.4 23.1 13.6
Arab NA 1.9 2.0 1.5
Other 7.7 8.6 9.5 6.5

Female 52.3 64.3 64.5 63.6 
(1.6) (2.3) (3.4)

Less than high 35.8 29.6 26.6 37.1
school diploma

High school 31.0 23.0 19.1 32.7
diploma or GED

More than high 33.2 47.4 54.3 30.2
school diploma

Employed at 44.5a 54.3 59.3 41.9
interview

Unemployed at 8.2 5.8 3.9 10.7
interview

Not in labor force 47.0 39.9 36.8 47.5
at interview

Age NA 43.5 44.9 40.0 
(1.0) (1.1) (1.2)

Born in the 92.7 92.1 90.5 95.9 
United States (1.9) (2.4) (1.4)

Single or never 44.1 45.6 37.7 65.1
married

Married and living 24.5 19.7 24.0 9.1
with spouse

Living with partner 4.1 3.7 5.0
Separated, widowed, 31.3 30.6 34.6 20.9
or divorced

Households with no NA 67.2 70.6 58.9
children (2.2) (2.5) (4.3)

Total household NA $ 2,248 $ 2,703 $ 1,156
monthly income (334) (439) (399)

Annual household NA 28,435 33,224 17,078
income in 2004 (2,118) (2,573) (1,467)



another adult with a bank account, leaving 23 percent of all households in the
DAHFS sample unbanked. This sample proportion is consistent with the esti-
mates of previous large-scale surveys of the low- and moderate-income popula-
tion that 20 to 30 percent of households and 28 to 37 percent of individuals are
unbanked (Aizcorbe, Kennickell, and Moore 2003; Dunham, Scheuren, and
Willson 1998; Seidman, Hababou, and Kramer 2005). Evidence from the nationally
representative Survey of Consumer Finances suggests that the number is close to
10 percent of the overall population (Bucks, Kennickell, and Moore 2006).

The unbanked subpopulation of our sample differs from the banked population
in several observable ways (see table 3.1). The unbanked group is younger, is pre-
dominantly African American, and has relatively less education than the banked.
The unbanked are much more likely to be unemployed and much more likely to
live below the poverty line. Only 42 percent of the unbanked are employed, and
50 percent of the unbanked live in poverty. The unbanked are economically more
isolated and have worse job prospects than those with bank accounts.

Being unbanked is not a permanent state (see table 3.2). Of the subsample of
unbanked respondents, 70 percent had previously had a bank account, and 66 per-
cent of these individuals had had an account within the last five years. Among those
who formerly had a bank account, 70 percent had chosen to close the account them-
selves, citing moving, worrying about bouncing checks, or excessive fees as their rea-
sons for closing the account. The remaining formerly banked, 30 percent, reported
that their bank had closed their account. In the majority of cases in which the bank
had closed an account, the primary reason was bounced checks and overdrafts.

Not only were the bulk of the unbanked formerly bank account holders, but the
reverse was sometimes true as well: many banked households had previously
been involuntarily unbanked. Despite currently being banked, 12 percent of bank
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Median household $ 24,146 $ 20,000 $ 25,000 10,000
income in 2004

Below the poverty line 31.5% 33.2% 26.2% 50.5%
(2.4) (2.5) (3.9)

Sample size 626b 938 668 270

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. “Not in labor force” includes respondents who said
they were retired, homemakers, students, those who did not have the required documentation,
and those who chose not to work. “Unemployed” is the percentage of people currently un-
employed who are in the labor market. Poverty guidelines come from U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (2004).
aBased on the civilian employment rate.
bThe sample in column 1 consists of census tracts in the Detroit metropolitan area (Wayne,
Oakland, and Macomb Counties) with median income under $36,073 (80 percent of the Detroit
metropolitan area’s median $49,051).

TABLE 3.1 / Continued

Census All Banked Unbanked



account holders had previously had a bank account closed by their bank. Nearly
two-thirds of those whose previous account had been closed said that their
account was closed by the bank because they had a low balance or an inactive
account (63 percent) or bounced checks or overdrafts (51 percent). Despite having
previously been unbanked because a bank closed their account, these households
were able to transition back into the banking system. In addition to those who had
had their accounts involuntarily closed, a large portion of the banked had previ-
ously closed a different account. Nearly 55 percent of the banked subpopulation
had closed a previous bank account, most commonly because of the convenience
of another bank (27 percent) or a desire to reduce excessive fees (21 percent).
Unbanked status does not appear to be a permanent state or tightly linked to
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TABLE 3.2 / Transitions Into and Out of Banking

All Banked Unbanked

Respondent has bank account 71% 100% 0%
Household has bank account 77 100 20
Previously had bank account 91.5 100 70.3

Chose to close account 54.6 70.3
Worried about bouncing checks 4.2 14.2
Moved — 13.0
Minimum fees too high 21.0 11.5
Convenience of a different bank 27.4

Bank closed account 12.3 29.9
Bounced checks 51.3 55.2
Low balance or inactive 63.4 29.2
Fraud 7.2 9.5

Grew up with banked adults in home 72.2 72.9 70.7
Has shopped around for bank accountsa 36.1 37.3 33.2
Wants to open bank account in next year — — 75.1
Denied when tried to open account — — 16.9

Income volatility previous twelve months
Gone up 24.0 27.5 15.3
Gone down 17.0 15.1 21.4
Up and down a little 23.0 22.3 25.0
Up and down a lot 7.0 5.1 11.6
Stayed the same 29.1 30.0 26.7

Lost job in last twelve months 22.9 18.9 32.8

Sample size 938 668 270

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.
aBanked respondents were asked if they shopped around before getting their current account;
unbanked respondents were asked if they shopped around to look into getting an account.
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TABLE 3.3 / Transactional Services: Income Receipt, Check-Cashing, and Bill Payment

All Banked Unbanked

How income is received
Direct deposit 62.9% –
Check 54.3% 50.5 63.6%
Cash 20.7 17.1 29.5
Payroll card 1.2 0.8 2.2
Bridge Card 21.6 14.0 40.5
Check-casher 5.0 5.9 2.7
Other 4.3 4.1 4.8

Number of checks cashed 2.56 2.83 2.06
in last montha (.35) (.51) (.11)

Check-cashing methodb

At a bank 93.4 96.1 83.1
Mean (conditional) 2.5 2.7 1.8

(.11) (.12) (.16)
At a check-casher 21.4 16.3 30.7

Mean (conditional) 2.2 2.0 2.3
(.15) (.22) (.23)

At workplace 5.2 5.1 5.5
Mean (conditional) 2.5 2.4 2.6

(.39) (.52) (.64)
Signed over to family or friend 8.5 4.6 15.4

Mean (conditional) 1.5 1.7 1.4
(.25) (.35) (.22)

At supermarket or store 33.3 20.7 55.7
Mean (conditional) 2.11 1.93 2.24

(.13) (.18) (.18)

Bill payment methodc

Personal check — 62.1 —
Automated payment — 32.3 —
Online payment — 21.9 —
Over phone (with credit, — 41.3 —
charge, or debit card)

In cash 42.1 37.8 52.8
Money order 52.1 47.6 63.2
Payment center 36.6 33.2 45.2
Prepaid debit card 5.6 6.2 4.1

Purchased money order 68.3 64.8 77.1

Does landlord accept personal checks?d 54.6 64.9 38.4
Sample size 938 668 270

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.
aConditional on receiving income by check.
bConditional on having cashed at least one check in the month prior to interview: n(all) = 404;
n(banked) = 265; n(unbanked) = 139.
cPersonal check, automated payment, online payment, and paying by phone were questions
asked only of banked respondents.
dAsked only of renters.



on their household’s income. In addition, 27 percent had had a major illness or
paid a significant medical expense in the last twelve months. Moreover, 6 percent
of the respondents had been evicted, 10 percent had had a utility shut off, 18 per-
cent had had their phone disconnected, 17 percent had experienced not having
enough food to eat, and 4 percent had filed for bankruptcy, a rate far above the
national average. About 90 percent of LMI households had experienced at least
one of these hardships in the prior year.

The unbanked, who generally have lower incomes and hold lower levels of
assets than the banked, are characterized by a much greater likelihood of fac-
ing financial hardships. Nearly 38 percent of the unbanked said that it was very dif-
ficult to live on the household’s current income, compared to 23 percent of those with
bank accounts. The unbanked were nearly three times more likely than the banked
sample to have been evicted, and twice as likely to have not had enough food to eat
or to have had a phone connection or utility shut off. The banked and unbanked
were equally likely to have had a major illness or to have suffered a significant
medical expense in the last twelve months. However, the unbanked were much
more likely to classify themselves as being in poor health; this could be the
result of the two groups having different subjective self-classification scales or
different views of what a “significant medical expense” entails. In any event,
the unbanked considered themselves to be much less healthy than the banked
population.
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TABLE 3.4 / Hardships Facing Respondents in the Last Twelve Months

Hardship Experienced All Banked Unbanked

In poor health 7.9% 6.7% 11.0%
Very difficult to live on household income 27.3 23.1 37.7
Major illness or medical expense 26.9 26.1 28.8
Evicted 5.9 4.1 10.5
Utility shut off 10.0 7.5 16.2
Phone disconnected 18.3 13.9 29.4
Filed for bankruptcy 3.9 3.9 4.1
Did not have enough food 16.8 13.1 25.9

Lacked health insurance 20.1 15.0 32.9

How respondents managed when expenses 
exceeded income
Ask family and friends for help 53.0 50.7 56.7
Spend down assets 24.6 32.6 11.4
Borrow from the bank or use credit card 14.6 21.3 3.6

Sample size 938 668 270

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
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TABLE 3.5 / Savings

All Banked Unbanked

Savings horizona

This year 47.6% 47.8% 46.3%
Next year 33.9 33.7 34.8
In five years 17.4 17.9 14.9
In ten years 7.3 7.3 7.1
In more than ten years 14.2 14.9 10.8

Faces major expense for which 37.0 36.7 37.7
unable to save

Feels in deep financial trouble 18.4 14.6 28.0

Saving is not “worth it”
Agree 16.4 16.6 16.4
Disagree 83.4 83.3 83.6

Hard to save because money 
goes to necessities
Agree 85.1 81.7 93.5
Disagree 14.6 17.9 6.5

Hard to save because hard to 
resist spending
Agree 64.9 61.3 73.8
Disagree 34.6 38.3 25.6

Frequency of saving
Contributed in past year 54.1 62.7 32.8
More than once a month 10.4 12.8 4.5
Every month 19.2 23.2 9.4
Most months 4.0 4.0 4.0
About half of months 3.7 4.6 1.7
A few months 5.5 6.3 3.7
Once or twice 11.3 12.0 9.5
Never 45.9 37.3 67.2

Amount contributed to savings $2,474 $2,825 $949
(385) (447) (202)

$1,000 $1,000 $300

Asset holdings
Savings account 49.2% 67.8% 0.0%
Retirement savings 48.2 51.1 34.9
Life insurance 30.3 35.7 16.9
Money market funds 17.0 22.9 2.4
Jewelry, electronics 15.3 14.9 16.5
Car 73.0 79.6 56.5
Home 45.4 53.4 25.7

(Table continues on p. 84.)
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Reasons to save
To feel financially secure 78.2 79.1 74.3
Emergency or medical costs 69.9 68.7 75.8
Unanticipated job loss 50.9 48.1 64.3
Special events 52.8 49.3 69.2
Home improvements 49.3 49.1 50.3
Furniture or appliances 33.5 30.7 46.9
Education or training 39.5 37.0 51.3
Invest in business 16.4 16.0 18.5
Retirement 48.2 51.1 34.9

Over-withholds to save 75.3 77.1 69.5
Saves some or all of tax refund 50.2 53.2 40.1
Agrees account helps or would — 81.5 67.4
help respondent save

Sample size 938 668 270

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.
aAsked only of respondents who had saved in the past twelve months. Respondents could give
multiple responses.

TABLE 3.5 / Continued

All Banked Unbanked

TABLE 3.6 / Characteristics of Savers

All Savers Nonsavers

Black 69.1% 68.7% 70.5%
White 20.4 21.2 18.8
Arab 1.9 1.2 2.7
Other 8.6 8.9 8.0

Less than high school diploma 29.6 19.5 40.9
High school diploma or GED 23.0 20.2 26.8
Greater than high school diploma 47.4 60.3 32.3

Employed at interview 54.3 65.6 41.0
Unemployed at interview 5.8 3.1 9.1
Not in labor force at interview 39.9 31.3 49.9

Banked status 71.3 82.6 57.9
Below the poverty line 33.2 23.6 44.5

(2.4) (2.6) (2.8)

Sample size 938 504 427

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. “Savers” are individuals who contributed at least once
to their savings in the twelve months prior to the survey.



ing the need for liquid savings for emergencies as well as the need for illiquid sav-
ings for medium- and longer-term savings goals. Also, given the breadth of saving
approaches taken by LMI households, savings policy needs to develop a range of
alternative savings products to meet the needs of LMI households, including direct
deposit initiatives, automatic saving plans, and tax refund saving programs. These
issues are taken up in more depth later in this chapter in the discussion of policy.

DEBT PATTERNS AMONG LMI HOUSEHOLDS

Although access to credit can help households smooth consumption, invest in
human capital development, and build assets through homeownership and other
investments, the high cost of credit presents another obstacle for low- and moderate-
income households. Reduced access and increased cost of credit limit how much
households can borrow and increase debt service burdens, crowding out both
current consumption and savings. Dissaving through borrowing may be neces-
sary for many LMI households, but its toll on these households needs to be better
understood. The median debt outstanding (excluding home and automobile
loans) among LMI households in the Detroit study was a mere $500, but the mean
was more than ten times that amount.

Households in the sample used a variety of alternative financial services
providers to meet their credit needs (table 3.7), based in part on whether or not
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TABLE 3.7 / Borrowing and Alternative Financial Services

All Banked Unbanked

Borrowing
Looking to borrow 61.5% 62.7% 58.6%
Actually borrow 51.0 51.0 51.5
Method considered

Bank 27.5 33.9 11.6
Finance company 13.6 16.6 6.3
Short-term credit 47.0 44.7 52.7
Cash advance from credit card 7.9 10.1 2.3
Borrow from pension or retirement 6.9 8.4 3.1
Payday loan 4.4 4.9 3.4
Buy on layaway 25.7 27.2 21.9
Pawn anything 11.2 7.2 21.1
Refund anticipation loan 21.8 18.9 29.1
Rent-to-own 5.3 5.4 5.2
Overdraft from account 20.3 24.1 10.9
Land contract on house 1.9 2.0 1.5

Sample size 938 668 270

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.



they had a bank account and on their available collateral. Rather than utilizing each
alternative service as a substitute, low-income borrowers used payday loans,
pawnshops, refund anticipation loans, rent-to-own contracts, and other formal and
informal credit services as complementary products. While payday lending ser-
vices have driven growth in the AFS sector over the last fifteen years and garnered
significant public attention, payday loan services are still a lending practice on the
financial fringe for LMI households. As table 3.7 shows, only 4.4 percent of DAHFS
respondents said they had recently sought out a payday loan. Part of the rea-
son so few respondents approached payday lenders might have been because of the
restrictive eligibility qualifications, including holding a bank account and a steady
job. African Americans were much more likely to use payday lenders than whites.

An open question in the literature on alternative financial services is whether
these AFS providers act as substitutes for one another and for formal-sector finan-
cial services, or whether borrowers use a range of services depending on the situa-
tion. The DAHFS suggests that the services are usually interrelated. Tables 3.8 and
3.9, for example, show that, overall, respondents who used other types of credit
were also more likely to use payday loans. For instance, those using a pawnshop
were much more likely to use a payday loan (16 percent versus 3 percent). Those
who used a credit card for a cash advance were much more likely to use a payday
loan (14 percent versus 4 percent). Households that took out a refund anticipation
loan (RAL) at tax time (see Barr and Dokko 2007) were much more likely to use a
payday loan (9 percent versus 3 percent), as were rent-to-own users (16 percent
versus 4 percent), and those who cashed out a pension or insurance policy in the
last three years (12 percent versus 4 percent). Moreover, payday usage in the AFS
sector and bank overdrafts in the formal sector were often complementary: those
who used an overdraft from their bank account were more than five times more
likely to use a payday lender than those who had not overdrafted.

Uses of these various alternative financial services are interconnected with each
other as well as with respect to payday borrowing. Table 3.10 shows a correlation
matrix of alternative financial services. The highest correlation is between pawn-
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TABLE 3.8 / Users of Other AFS Providers Who Use Payday Loans

Users Who Use Non-Users Who Use
AFS Use Payday Loans Payday Loans

Pawnshopa 16% 3%
Cash advancea 14 4
Refund anticipation loana 9 3
Rent-to-owna 16 4
Cash out pensiona 12 4
Overdrafta 13 2

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
aMeans significant difference at 10 percent level after controlling for age, race, gender, and
income.



shop use and payday borrowing. Payday borrowing is also correlated with using
an overdraft from a bank account. Nearly every entry in the table is positive, sug-
gesting that individuals who used one were more likely to use another. Although
usage appears complementary, most of the correlations are not large, implying
relatively weak direct relationships within the network of financial services.

In addition, certain credit card behaviors are related to payday borrowing.
Those who had paid late fees on a credit card were more likely to have used a pay-
day loan than those who had a credit card and had not missed payments (9.2 per-
cent versus 3.4 percent). Nearly 8 percent of those who said they never paid off
the entire balance on their credit card had looked into using a payday loan, com-
pared with fewer than 4 percent of those who paid off their entire credit card bal-
ance each month. Payday loans were used by 12.5 percent of those who paid only
the minimum amount due. In addition, the least creditworthy cardholders—
those whose cards required a deposit, known as “secured” credit cards—were
much more likely to use payday lending: 17.4 percent compared with 3.3 per-
cent of the rest of credit card users. These relationships to credit suggest that
payday borrowers have a history of credit problems that make it difficult for
them to acquire short-term credit elsewhere. In addition, the higher rate of credit
problems among payday borrowers suggests that this group exhibits riskier
borrowing behavior. Riskier credit card behavior also translates into difficulty
acquiring loans from mainstream providers; once denied, over 10 percent of
those who were rejected by mainstream loan providers (banks, savings and loan
companies, credit unions, finance and mortgage companies) sought payday
loans. Although payday borrowers contributed to savings as frequently as non-
borrowers, payday borrowers had lower levels of financial assets and home-
ownership rates than non-payday borrowers. In short, payday borrowers tend
to seek more borrowing opportunities than non-payday borrowers, exhibit
riskier credit behavior, have lower asset levels, and face higher rates of rejec-
tion from mainstream lenders.
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TABLE 3.9 / Payday Loan Users Who Use Other AFS Providers

AFS Use Payday Users Non-Users

Pawnshopa 40% 10%
Cash advancea 24 7
Refund anticipation loana 45 21
Rent-to-owna 20 5
Cash out pensiona 19 6
Secured carda 37 9
Credit card late fee 43 21
Overdrafta 57 19

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
aMeans significant difference at 10 percent level after controlling for age, race, gender, and
income.



TABLE 3.10 / Correlation Matrix of Alternative Financial Service Usage

Cash Cash
Refund Advance Out

Payday Anticipation on Credit on a
Loan Pawnshop Loan Rent-to-Own Layaway Card Overdraft Pension

Payday loan
Pawnshop 0.200
Refund anticipation loan 0.124 0.151
Rent-to-own 0.136 0.171 0.187
Layaway 0.027 0.041 0.192 0.086
Cash advance 0.133 0.073 −0.009 −0.014 0.105
Overdraft 0.196 0.057 0.092 0.105 0.144 0.193
Cash out a pension 0.105 0.017 0.077 0.040 0.021 0.119 0.065
Any AFS 0.101 0.184 0.276 0.125 0.306 0.076 0.141 0.011

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
Notes: “Any AFS” includes pawnshops, rent-to-own stores, refund anticipation loan, money orders, and layaway.



Individuals reported that they took out payday loans to pay for necessities
(table 3.11). Of those who had most recently looked into getting a payday loan,
60 percent said that they needed the money for everyday expenses such as food
and gasoline or for regular bills. About 5 to 11 percent of respondents cited pay-
ing off credit card or bank debts, car expenses, education costs, and medical or
dental expenses. Although this evidence is consistent with the view that payday
borrowers take out loans when their income cannot meet their expenses, it is pos-
sible that their prior spending on non-necessities crowded out spending on neces-
sities and thus led to high-cost borrowing through payday loans. Future research
would need to include data on consumption patterns to better understand these
borrowing decisions.

Respondents who used payday lenders often used them multiple times, includ-
ing by “rolling over” existing loans into new ones. The most common number
of loans or cash advances (for those with at least one) in the past year was two
(31 percent), with three and four times being the next most common (19.9 percent
and 14.2 percent). Our estimates regarding repeat loans are far smaller than is
found in other studies. The median number of loans in our sample was three in
the past year, in stark contrast to studies such as Elliehausen and Lawrence (2001,
39, table 5.11), which reports a median between five and six loans.

It is possible that our measure did not fully capture rollovers when we asked,
“How many times have you taken a loan . . . ?” Separately, we asked specifically
about rollovers: of those who used a payday lender, 40.2 percent paid a fee to
postpone paying back the loan, but we do not know how many times; an addi-
tional 14.3 percent took a loan from one payday lender to pay back a loan from
a different payday lender. Overall, the rollover experiences of the payday bor-
rowers in the DAHFS sample suggest that the costs of repeated borrowing may
be high. Nonetheless, we did not find evidence that rollovers are as extensive as
reported elsewhere.
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TABLE 3.11 / Use of Recent Loan (Up to Two Responses), Conditioned on Having
Most Recently Taken Out a Payday Loan

Use of Loan Percentage

Everyday expenses (bills, food, gas, and so on) 59.5%
Gift to a relative or friend 3.2
Car or transportation 7.7
Auto repair 2.3
Vacation, entertainment, casinos, dog racing, leisure 3.2
Education, tuition 7.7
Legal expenses, tickets 3.2
Medical or dental expenses 5.9
Debt consolidation, credit card debt, bank debt 10.9
Just to have money, to have cash, “just to see if I could get it” 3.2

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.



The most important reasons given for going to payday lenders among other
credit options were the convenience and accessible hours of the payday outlet
(23.6 percent), the expectation of being approved for the loan (22 percent), and the
need for a small amount of money or money to pay a bill (19.2 percent).

Despite the high costs, customers choose payday lenders over other possible
sources of credit in part because they have often been recently turned down by
other, lower-priced alternatives and are confident that they will be approved for
a payday loan. To the extent that borrowers need access to credit during emergen-
cies, payday lenders may fill a critical need. At the same time, payday lenders
charge high fees, and many borrowers find it difficult to repay payday loans when
they come due. These borrowers often pay additional fees to postpone or “roll
over” payments, or they borrow from one payday lender to pay back another.
Payday borrowers may get into further financial difficulties.

OVERALL LEVELS OF INDEBTEDNESS AND NET WORTH

Given significant debt levels and low levels of asset-holding, not surprisingly,
net worth among LMI households is relatively low. As table 3.12 shows, banked
households carry significantly more debt than unbanked households. Median
indebtedness is approximately $10,000 among the banked and approaches $0 for
the unbanked; the means are about $35,000 and $8,000, respectively. Given their
higher level of asset-holding, the banked have greater net worth (nearly $39,000)
than the unbanked (only $1,500); the respective means are about $100,000 and
$25,000. Net worth is strongly connected to income. The mean and median net
worths of respondents are significantly higher for those above the poverty level
as compared to those below. The median net worth of those whose income is
above the poverty line is about $38,000, while those with incomes below the
poverty line hold about $1,000.
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TABLE 3.12 / Total Indebtedness and Net Assets, by Banked Status

Characteristic Banked Unbanked

Total indebtedness
Mean $35,056 $8,365

(7,407) (1,392)
Median 10,230 0

Net assets (assets minus debts)
Mean 103,965 25,029

(42,278) (4,404)
Median 38,800 1,500

Sample size 668 270

Source: Detroit Area Household Financial Services study.
Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. “Total indebtedness” is an aggregated dollar value of
all debts and liabilities. “Net assets” aggregates the value of assets and subtracts the respondent’s
debts and liabilities.



The diaries allowed us to do more, however, than increase data quality. The
structure also gave us the opportunity to spend part of the interview time in open-
ended conversations with households, which elicited rich qualitative data. We
were able to follow households’ financial dilemmas, opportunities, and strategies
as they played out from week to week. In this way, the diaries revealed a diver-
sity of activities that usually remain hidden in onetime cross-sections or even in
annual longitudinal studies.

As with all longitudinal survey research, the survey method, based on fortnightly
visits, could induce changes in behavior among the respondents over the study
year. The research team saw little that explicitly appeared to be such behavioral
change, but we acknowledge the possibility as a trade-off entailed in gathering
detailed data.12

PORTFOLIOS OF THE POOR

With reliable data in hand, we calculate the value of the net worth of Financial
Diaries households. “Net worth” is defined as the sum of physical assets (such as
livestock, land, housing material, and furniture) and financial assets (such as bal-
ances in bank accounts and savings clubs plus informal loans or credit given),
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Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.
Note: After about six interviews, the margin of error of data collection decreases to an average 
of 6 percent.
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words fire the imagination, but many of the small businesses we encountered over
the study year were not sustained.17 Many were started and stopped within the
study year. Figure 4.2 divides the small businesses that were in process at the start
of the survey year and those that were started during the survey year into two cat-
egories: those that were sustained during the entire year and those that were started
during the year but then stopped. In total, we observed forty-six businesses over the
course of the year. For businesses to be considered sustained, they must either have
been running when we first met respondents or started and in business until the
end of the study.18 In most of the three areas of the study, just as many small
businesses—or more—were started and stopped as were sustained. As the aver-
age monthly profits above the bars in figure 4.2 suggest, profitability was closely
linked to sustainability. We found that many households would start a small
business, mostly selling small things from home to try to find a way to generate
extra income, but without a clear plan or any sense of whether the business
would work.

The greatest need was for flexible working capital rather than capital finance for
fixed costs. Part of this need was to fund the “debtor’s book,” a crucial link to sustain-
ing small businesses. One key feature of entrepreneurial success entails managing
the credit given to customers. Figure 4.3 shows that over half the small businesses in
the sample gave credit. However, only about 10 percent in all areas felt compelled to
charge interest. Of those that did, many simply rounded up the cost of the product
rather than charging an interest rate, as can be seen in the following case study.
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Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.
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We see these points play out in the case of two beer sellers. We met Jonas and
Mimimi at the start of this chapter. As mentioned, Mimimi runs a shebeen—a
township bar. From her business, she usually has profits of about $370, more than
her husband earns in his full-time job. One reason for Mimimi’s success is her
credit policy. She gets the bulk of her customers on Friday night, Saturday, and
Sunday. Her credit rules are very clear: she only gives credit on Sundays, and you
must pay by Friday or you don’t get served that weekend. Also, she charges inter-
est: instead of costing 70¢ cash, a beer costs 77¢ on credit. This policy differs sig-
nificantly from that of Busi, who makes and sells traditional beer several shacks
away from Mimimi. Like Mimimi, she tries to keep track of the credit in a book,
but unlike Mimimi, Busi does not enforce a credit rule. At one point in the study,
we counted sixteen people who owed Busi money. She does not charge any extra
from those who take on credit. As a result, she barely earns enough to justify her
efforts. Not everyone is a natural entrepreneur.

Even for those households with ongoing businesses, when we asked how they
would use a capital loan, most said that they would use additional funds for their
personal needs rather than to expand their business. This indicates a growing need
for consumer finance, exactly what many policymakers in both South Africa and
the United States fear. A key argument in debates on overindebtedness centers on
whether debt is used for “productive” debt, like business loans and mortgage debt,
or “consumption” debt, such as installment credit for buying consumer items like
TVs and clothes. However, when looking into the lives of Financial Diaries house-
holds, we found that this distinction is often difficult to make. Installment credit is
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Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.
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however, had nothing to do with the business-focused claims typically invoked to
justify expanding credit access to low-income communities.19

CONCLUSIONS

The Financial Diaries study uncovered no households that live “hand to mouth”
despite their low incomes. Even households that live “from payday to payday,” like
the households in Michael Barr’s analysis of low-income communities in Detroit
(this volume), still use informal financial devices like storing money at home for
short term financial needs and borrowing and lending with friends and neighbors
to bridge cash flow to address the mismatched timing of income and expenditures.
Because of their financial circumstances, they need to manage money much more
actively than we might expect. They make frequent transactions through a variety
of financial instruments in order to save money, insure against adverse events, and
manage cash flow constraints.

Often, low-income households must turn to informal markets and institutions,
which are seldom as reliable as formal institutions. Consider the case of one respon-
dent who supported her family of five by cooking and selling sheep intestines on
the street. Often she would find that after a day of sparse sales or a day when she
sold on credit, she did not have enough cash to buy the ingredients for the next
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Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.
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less liabilities (balances on loans or credit outstanding). The median net worth
value for the South African Financial Diaries sample was $3,401 (converted at
market exchange rates). Adjusting for purchasing power parity, this number
rises to $8,187 for South Africa. The South African Financial Diaries sample thus
compares roughly to households below the twentieth percentile in the United
States, whose median net worth is reported by the 2004 Survey of Consumer
Finances to be $7,500.

An interesting picture presents itself when we look at both the stock of finan-
cial assets and the value of the financial flows. Table 4.1 shows the median value
of financial assets versus the median value of flows through financial instruments
over the year for both rural and urban areas of the Financial Diaries sample. From
the numbers just cited and the figures in table 4.1, one might assume that the
households are not financially active, but looking at cash flows reveals a different
story. The table shows that the households “push” and “pull” significant amounts
of money through financial instruments over the course of a month (depositing,
withdrawing, borrowing, and repaying) more than might be expected from the
relatively low value of their financial assets.

Table 4.1 shows that households may not hold large values of financial assets but
do have higher turnover in financial instruments than might be expected. (Table 4.2
demonstrates this even more starkly with data from a single household.) The
turnover is largely driven by the need to match small and often irregular income
inflows to household consumption needs. The financial lives of the poor and low-
income households that we have studied thus largely revolve around managing
cash flows within the year. Neither financial assets nor net worth by themselves
give a full or accurate picture of the financial lives of those in our sample.

Basic money management is achieved by patching together diverse financial
strategies. In South Africa, households use an average of seventeen different
financial instruments over the year in their ongoing financial portfolios.13 These
include, for example, loans from neighbors and relatives, membership in burial
societies, savings accounts in banks, and consumer finance loans. Note that, even
though South Africa has a sophisticated and substantial banking system, most of
the financial instruments are informal ones. Low-income households are manag-
ing their money, but in ways that are not always visible through official banking
statistics. Instead, the most important “portfolios” are composed of personal rela-
tionships that can be called on to help manage income flows, to match them to the
timing of expenditures, and, as best possible, to accumulate for future needs.
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TABLE 4.1 / Median Financial Assets Versus Annual Cash Flows, South Africa 
(U.S. Dollars, Converted at PPP Rates)

Year-End Financial Assets Annual Flows

Rural $526 $8,247
Urban $1,895 $14,987

Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.



Consider Sylvia, a very disciplined thirty-nine-year-old woman living in a shack
in Diepsloot, South Africa, outside of Johannesburg.14 She earns about $370 per
month as a house cleaner for two separate clients. Her income puts her at about the
average for her community, and she uses a similar number of financial instru-
ments, but she is a particularly active and effective money manager. Every month
she has her employers pay her into two different bank accounts. One she uses for
all her expenses, and the other she tries not to touch. Keeping two different bank
accounts is more expensive in terms of bank fees, but the practice has given her a
mechanism with which to save half her salary every month—a mechanism in keep-
ing with the notion of “mental accounts” prominent in behavioral economics (see,
for example, Thaler 1990).
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TABLE 4.2 / Sylvia’s Financial Net Worth at the Start and End of the Research Year
(U.S. Dollars, at Market Rate)

Share
of End

Starting Ending Portfolio Share of 
Amount Amount Balancesa Turnoverb Turnover

Assets
Formal

Bank account $1,373 $2,086 62% $10,353 54%
Savings plan 153 369 11 182 1
Funeral plan — — 68 <1

Informal
Saved at home 84 483 15 4,875 25
Savings clubs 0 246 7 1,206 6
Using a money guard 0 153 5 153 1
Burial society — — 68 <1
Interest-bearing loans 0 0 0 2,404 13

Total 1,611 3,338 100 19,314 100

Liabilities
Formal

Credit cards 214 0 248 99
Informal

Shop credit 0 0 1 1
Total 214 0 249 100

Financial net worth 1,397 3,338

Total turnover 19,564

Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.
aEnd-year value of assets or liabilities divided by the total.
bInflows into instruments plus outflows out of them.



ways to convert short-term accumulations into a pool of accessible savings is thus
a continuing concern.

We saw in the previous section that Sylvia saves successfully by contributing to
a formal savings plan in anticipation of her daughter’s university expenses. There
is an important commonality and difference with the individual development
account approach in the United States (Sherraden 1991, this volume). Sylvia seeks
a device that allows her to save in ways that make sense to her, with discipline and
a clear set of goals. IDAs share that possibility. The devices used by Sylvia, how-
ever, are unsubsidized. Of course, she would probably be happy with a subsidy,
but it is not a necessary component of her interest in saving nor of her ability to
save in quantity. One implication is that there are contexts in which it makes sense
to separate the roles of the subsidy and product design in considering alternatives
to (or innovations in) devices like IDAs.

In other cases, discipline and incentives to save are instilled through informal
devices. A third point is that most households use a combination of financial instru-
ments, both formal and informal, to attain their financial goals. Jonas and Mimimi
are an excellent example of a household that is successful in using all the financial
devices available to them, both formal and informal, to generate substantial savings.
They are a married couple who run a shebeen (township bar) in Langa, a township
of Cape Town. As table 4.3 shows, they have an impressive capacity to save money.
Mimimi usually earns profits from the shebeen business of about $324 per month,
while Jonas works as a gardener and is paid $185 per month. Their combined
income makes them slightly better off than their neighbors, but income from the
shebeen business can be unpredictable. Mimimi typically manages to send home
about $31 per month for either building their home in the Eastern Cape or support-
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TABLE 4.3 / Mimimi’s Typical Monthly Budget (U.S. Dollars, at Market Rate)

Source of funds $509
Business profits 324
Regular wages 185

Uses of funds $486
Cell phone 6
Cigarettes 3
Electricity 16
Food 49
Send money to Eastern Cape 31
Transport to shopping 1
Transport to work 13
Savings clubs 367

Net savings in bank $23

Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.



found among his things. She managed to pay for the funeral but was left with a sig-
nificant debt that she struggled to repay for the remainder of the year.16

As these examples show, low-income households have aspirations and the bud-
geting ability to start realizing them. Because the instruments tend to be focused on
funding short-term expenditures, however, there is very little savings left unallo-
cated toward a specific expenditure or for the much longer term, such as retirement.
We found that only about 15 percent of adult singles and 18 percent of married cou-
ples in the Financial Diaries sample are forecast to have greater than five years of
retirement support. Most of those are able to secure their future with retirement
annuities and provident funds put in place by their employer. The others depend
heavily on the old-age grant provided by the state, worth about $114 per month at
the time of the study. This is not much, particularly considering that several other
household members may also depend on it.

The bottom line is that households have needs to save for the short, medium,
and long terms. Although having a house is important, other needs, like life-cycle
events, are also central to household members’ aspirations about how they want
to live their lives. Commitment devices are effective, but by their very nature
they are also constraining and leave households vulnerable to unexpected events.
Households have many different goals to give their attention to and are well aware
that as a result it may take more time to acquire assets over the long term.

CONSUMER AND BUSINESS FINANCE

Microfinance for micro-enterprise has been trumpeted as a solution to poverty
worldwide. Muhammad Yunus has spoken passionately about creating “poverty
museums” one day after microfinance has helped to wipe out global poverty. The
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TABLE 4.4 / Sources and Uses of Funds for Thembi’s Brother’s Funeral 
(U.S. Dollars, at Market Rates)

Sources of Funds Amount Uses of Funds Amount

Cash contribution from relatives $538 Undertaker $538
In-kind contribution from relatives 225 Tent 91
Burial insurance payout 154 Pots 35
Borrowed from aunt’s burial society 154 Food 750
(no interest)

Borrowed from cousin’s savings club 92
(30 percent per month)

Borrowed from cousin (no interest) 108
Leftover money from grant 92
Leftover money from brother’s grant 50

Total $1,413 $1,414

Source: Financial Diaries Database 2004, authors’ calculations.



Source: Authors’ compilation.
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revised this practice and now reports foreclosure data on a property basis. If a
property has multiple filing changes in a period (for example, from a notice of
default to a notice of trustee’s sale to a foreclosure), it now appears as one foreclo-
sure in the data rather than three. This approach has significantly reduced account
discrepancies between the RealtyTrac data and other information sources.11

Foreclosure rates are calculated as a proportion of total housing units or per
capita. All of the analyses in this section were run using both measures, and the
results are qualitatively similar. We therefore discuss only results using the
per–housing unit approach. Figure 8.1 shows the monthly progression of foreclo-
sures into the foreclosure process and demonstrates that this period was marked
by a significant rise in foreclosure rates, whether measured on a per capita or per
housing unit basis. The annual average rate of entry into the foreclosure process
(per owner-occupied housing unit) for the ten states is 2.04 percent.

If lower-income homeowners face greater exposure to the risk of foreclosure
than other homeowners, we would expect foreclosures to be concentrated in
particular areas. Figure 8.2 reports the average foreclosure rate (1) for each state
in the sample, (2) across the MSAs in each state, and (3) across the ten zip codes
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Source: Foreclosure data (2006 to 2007) by zip code from RealtyTrac. Other data from 2000 U.S. 
Census, United States Census Bureau.
Note: The foreclosure rate is calculated on the number of new entries to the foreclosure process 
per owner-occupied housing units.
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in each state with the highest foreclosure rates. The data show considerable con-
centrations, both across and within states. For example, while more than four out
of every one hundred owner-occupied housing units had a foreclosure status in
Michigan, only one of every one thousand units were in foreclosure in Mississippi.
As a second example, this time demonstrating within-state concentrations, a single
MSA contained nine out of the ten zip codes with the highest foreclosure rates in
Colorado and Maryland.12

If we compare characteristics of the five states in the sample with the highest
foreclosure rates and the five states with the lowest rates, we find evidence sug-
gesting that income is an important factor (table 8.6). While the median income
in the top five states is on average higher, the poverty rate is higher as well.
This is consistent with the view that low-income status, as opposed to income
more generally, is a key correlate with elevated foreclosure incidence. The data
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Source: Foreclosure data (2006 to 2007) by zip code from RealtyTrac. Other data from 2000 U.S. 
Census, United States Census Bureau.
Note: The foreclosure rate is calculated on the number of foreclosed units (REO only) per 
owner-occupied housing unit.
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LOWER-INCOME HOMEOWNERSHIP: WHERE WE ARE
AND HOW WE GOT THERE

According to the Current Population Survey (CPS), the homeownership rate in 2006
for households in the bottom two income quintiles stood at 38 and 57 percent,
respectively (table 8.1). This reflects the culmination of a nearly fifteen-year trend of
growing homeownership among poorer households. As a result, the number of
low-income minority homeowners increased during this time by more than 800,000,
which represents 11 percent of the net increase in all homeowners (Belsky and Duda
2002a). Indeed, low-income homeownership grew to such an extent during the
last decade that it was labeled by some a “boom” (Belsky and Duda 2002a).

Table 8.1 demonstrates the extent of this boom. From 1994 to 2000, the fastest
growth rates for homeownership were observed for households in the lowest
income quintiles, with rates at or exceeding double the growth nationwide. This
is consistent with Belsky and Duda (2002a), Retsinas and Belsky (2002), and Bostic
and Surette (2001), all of whom find that homeownership among low-income and
minority households has grown more rapidly since 1990 than for other groups.
However, more recent trends suggest that the market has become more nuanced.
Homeownership in the lowest income quintile has stabilized at around 38 per-
cent, with no growth seen in the past six years. By contrast, homeownership has
continued to become more common among households in the second income
quintile, though at a slower pace than was observed in the 1990s. On balance,
lower-income households have still outperformed other households in terms of
homeownership attainment over the whole period, though not as dramatically as
if the boom of the 1990s had continued.

When considering the growth in lower-income household homeownership,
however, it is important to keep it in context. Despite this tremendous growth,
homeownership among lower-income households continues to lag, and not only in
terms of homeownership rates as reported in table 8.1. John Karl Scholz and
Ananth Seshadri (this volume) show that housing equity accrual has also lagged
for lower-income households. Their study using the Survey of Consumer Finances
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TABLE 8.1 / Evolution of Homeownership Rates, by Income Quintile, 1994 to 2006

Overall First Second Third Fourth Fifth

Year
1994 62.4% 34.2% 50.2% 64.9% 76.8% 86.8%
2000 65.6 38.4 54.7 69.3 79.8 87.9
2006 68.8 38.0 56.7 71.9 83.9 91.1

Percentage change
1994 to 2000 5.1 12.2 9.0 6.8 3.9 1.3
2000 to 2006 4.9 −1.1 3.7 3.8 5.1 3.6
1994 to 2006 10.3 11.1 12.9 10.8 9.2 5.0

Source: Current Population Survey 1994, 2000, and 2006 March supplements.
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TABLE 8.2 / Homeowner Demographics for Bottom Two Income Quintiles, 
1994 and 2006 CPS

Quintile 1 Quintile 2

1994 2006 1994 2006

Household characteristics
Household income (mean) $9,539 $13,679 $23,333 $34,115
Age (mean) 48.2 48.1 45.3 45.4
Female head 18.0% 20.1% 13.1% 16.0%
With children (18 and younger) 36.8 37.1 44.2 47.8

Urban location
Central city 16.1 20.6 17.3 19.7
Suburb 23.6 29.8 26.7 33.0
Rural 41.3 32.6 36.4 29.1
Other place 19.0 17.1 19.6 18.3
In MSA 58.7 67.4 63.6 70.9

Census region
Northeast 14.8 14.6 18.2 15.8
Midwest 24.9 22.4 26.6 24.7
South 40.8 41.4 36.2 35.8
West 19.4 21.6 19.0 23.8

Marital status
Married 44.1 38.7 59.6 54.7
Widowed 14.4 9.9 6.9 4.6
Divorced 23.9 25.8 18.8 21.2
Separated 5.1 6.1 3.0 2.8
Single 12.5 19.6 11.7 16.8

Education
Less than high school 32.4 21.4 19.9 14.4
High school degree 37.4 38.3 40.9 36.2
Some college 21.0 27.2 27.4 32.0
College degree or more 9.2 13.2 11.8 17.4

Race-ethnicity
White head 83.3 77.1 88.2 82.0
Black head 12.6 15.3 8.4 11.5
Hispanic head 11.0 15.3 10.7 14.9

Number of observations 2,990 4,420 4,421 6,778

Source: Current Population Survey 2004, 2006.



us to abstract away from institutional complexity to hone in on the most relevant
aspects of the problem at hand and spotlight the most important relationships. On
the other hand, such abstraction means that simulation results might not reflect
the experience of any single household and in this sense may project an average
outcome that is not particularly meaningful. Readers should review these results
with this in mind.

Simulation Results: Does Homeownership Pay for 
Lower-Income Households?

Given the simulation framework, we can calculate the gain to housing equity and,
coupling this with the accrued savings, determine the change in housing wealth
for renters and homeowners for each household prototype and compare them.
Table 8.4 reports the cumulative change in wealth that would result from a two-
person household purchasing a home priced at 70 percent of the median house
value in a middle- or low-income neighborhood. The table presents the cumula-
tive totals over one- and ten-year horizons, and we use the high rate of house price
appreciation (12.3 percent).

The table indicates that homeownership is often but not always beneficial to
lower-income households, and it identifies affordability as a key factor in deter-
mining whether homeownership offers benefits. Looking solely at the results after
one year of ownership, we find that home purchases in low-income neighbor-
hoods offer wealth benefits across all types of financing except for the zero-down-
payment 2/28 product. By contrast, purchases in middle-income neighborhoods,
which require larger mortgage payments because of the higher home prices, are
beneficial only in cases where the homeowner provided at least a 10 percent down
payment. Given the low likelihood that lower-income households will have sav-
ings sufficient to provide such a down payment, it will generally be the case that
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TABLE 8.3 / Average Annual House Price Appreciation Rates, 1990 to 2000

Median Rate

Lower-income neighborhood 4.31%
Middle-income neighborhood 4.37
High-income neighborhood 3.46
All neighborhoods 4.10

Source: 1990 U.S. Census and 2000 U.S. Census, United States Census Bureau.
Note: Lower-income neighborhoods are those with a median household income less than 80 per-
cent of the metropolitan statistical area (MSA) median household income, middle-income neigh-
borhoods have median incomes between 80 and 120 percent of the MSA median income, and
high-income neighborhoods are those with median incomes greater than 120 percent of the MSA
median income.
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TABLE 8.4 / Simulation Results for Cumulative Wealth Gains for a Two-Person
Household in a High-Appreciation Environment 
(Using a 12.3 Percent Appreciation Rate)

Neighborhood Income Level

Middle Low

Difference after year 1
Thirty-year, fixed-rate mortgage

0% down ($2,317) $132
5% down (748) 962
10% down 820 1,747

5/1 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (1,675) 213
5% down (139) 997
10% down 1,398 1,780

2/28 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (2,971) (386)
5% down (1,369) 883
10% down 232 1,714

Average (752) 894

Difference after year 10
Thirty-year, fixed-rate mortgage

0% down (6,068) 3,130
5% down 7,164 10,993
10% down 19,649 18,812

5/1 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (2,652) 3,143
5% down 9,170 10,543
10% down 20,304 17,943

2/28 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (12,252) 1,090
5% down 1,914 9,457
10% down 15,176 17,223

Average 5,823 10,259

Source: Authors’ compilation.

ownership is a losing proposition in middle-income neighborhoods, especially dur-
ing the early years of ownership.

The second panel in the table shows how wealth changes as the house appreci-
ates and the adjustable-rate mortgages adjust their pricing. In some cases, appre-
ciation cures all ills. For example, after ten years of ownership in a low-income
neighborhood, appreciation has turned an initial wealth loss for the zero-down-



$5,000 in only one other case—with a 10 percent down payment on a thirty-year
fixed-rate mortgage after ten years. Given the significant chance that a household
will experience a loss in the early years, it is hard to make a strong case that home-
ownership in middle-income neighborhoods makes sense for the average lower-
income household. Indeed, simulation results (not shown) indicate that renting
produces greater wealth increases than owning in all cases except when the
lower-income household provides a sizable down payment.
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TABLE 8.5 / Simulation Results for Cumulative Wealth Gains for Two-Person
Household in Median-Appreciation Environment 
(Using a 4.1 Percent Appreciation Rate)

Neighborhood Income Level

Middle Low

Difference after year 1
Thirty-year, fixed-rate mortgage

0% down ($2,467) $13
5% down (1,542) 332
10% down (618) 606

5/1 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (1,839) 83
5% down (946) 356
10% down (53) 629

2/28 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (3,107) (495)
5% down (2,151) 264
10% down (1,194) 584

Average (1,546) 264

Difference after year 10
Thirty-year, fixed-rate mortgage

0% down (8,111) 1,510
5% down (1,291) 4,288
10% down 4,781 7,022

5/1 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (4,503) 1,675
5% down 1,249 4,263
10% down 6,315 6,850

2/28 adjustable-rate mortgage
0% down (13,290) 267
5% down (5,448) 3,619
10% down (1,491) 6,372

Average (2,090) 3,985

Source: Authors’ compilation.



also show that high-foreclosure states have a greater black, Latino, and Asian
presence, which suggests that minorities might similarly face elevated fore-
closure exposures.

Because variables such as income and minority status are correlated, it is necessary
to conduct regression analysis in order to establish the independent relationship
between foreclosure rates and lower-income status. We regress the foreclosure
rate at the zip code level on aggregate economic, demographic, and housing mar-
ket measures characterizing the zip code. These data items were all obtained from
the 2000 census. State indicator variables are also included in some specifications.
For this analysis, the key indicators of interest are poverty rate and two measures
of a neighborhood’s income level: the median income in the zip code and whether
the zip code has a relatively low median income (measured as less than 80 percent
of the area median income). We consider these neighborhood variables to be rea-
sonable proxies for lower-income homeowner exposure because of the prior analy-
sis showing that homeownership for lower-income households makes sense less
often in higher-income neighborhoods.
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TABLE 8.6 / Comparison of States in the Sample, by Magnitude of Average
Foreclosure Rate

Five States Five States
with Highest with Lowest

Foreclosure Ratesa Foreclosure Rates

Average median household income $42,322 $41,232

Below poverty level 12.82% 11.75%

Minority 40.49 24.26
Latino 20.91 4.31
Black 10.71 13.90
Asian 5.95 2.73

Minority fraction of owner population 30.64 17.58
Latino owner 15.06 2.56
Black owner 8.21 10.51
Asian owner 5.51 2.28

Owner within minority population 48.46 50.75
Latino population 46.12 41.71
Black population 49.09 52.95
Asian population 59.33 58.66

Annual average foreclosure rate 0.109 0.012

Source: Foreclosure data (2006 to 2007) by zip code from RealtyTrac. Other data from 2000 U.S.
Census, United States Census Bureau.
Note: Sample includes foreclosure data for zip codes in ten states. The foreclosure rate is calcu-
lated on the number of REOs only per owner-occupied housing unit.
aMichigan, California, Colorado, Florida, and North Carolina.
bOklahoma, Washington, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Mississippi.
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TABLE 8.7 / Estimated Regression Estimates for Foreclosure Rates (REO Only) 
per Owner-Occupied Housing Unit

Independent Variable 1 2 3 4

Poverty rate 0.019 0.015 0.015 0.012
(4.78)** (4.14)** (3.67)** (3.29)**

ln(Median household income) 0.001 0.000
(0.92) (0.16)

Income dummies No Yes No Yes

Income characteristics
D1 (120% or more of MSA 0.000 −0.000
median household income) (0.01) (−0.40)

D2 (80 to 100% of MSA median −0.000 −0.000
household income) (−0.73) (−0.46)

D3 (less than 80% of MSA 0.001 0.001
median household income) (2.41)** (2.14)**

Demographic characteristics
Housing rate occupied −0.000 −0.000 0.001 0.001
by blacks (−0.16) (−0.16) (0.71) (0.59)

Housing rate occupied −0.001 −0.001 −0.003 −0.003
by Latinos (−0.93) (−0.88) (−2.38)** (−2.37)**

Vacancy rate 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
(1.13) (0.80) (0.71) (0.56)

Housing characteristics 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002
Homeownership rate (0.46) (0.74) (0.92) (1.07)
Multi-family housing rate −0.001 −0.002 −0.001 −0.001

(−1.61) (−1.87)* (−0.97) (−1.16)
Housing rate built before 1970 −0.003 −0.003 −0.002 −0.002

(−4.60)** (−4.82)** (−3.27)** (−3.48)**
ln(Median house value) −0.004 −0.004 −0.007 −0.007

(−4.59)** (−4.44)** (−7.57)** (−7.42)**

Homeownership characteristics
ln(Median owner cost 0.009 0.009 0.012 0.011

with mortgage) (5.12)** (5.75)** (6.29)** (6.68)**
ln(Median owner cost −0.003 −0.003 −0.001 −0.001
without mortgage) (−4.67)** (−4.63)** (−1.75)* (−1.72)*

Ownership rate with high 0.062 0.060 0.057 0.055
cost burdens (8.28)** (7.98)** (7.51)** (7.24)**

House price appreciation rate −0.001 −0.000 −0.000 −0.000
(−1.52) (−1.11) (−0.56) (−0.25)

Economic characteristics −0.004 −0.004 −0.009 −0.009
Unemployment rate (−0.74) (−0.66) (−1.62) (−1.53)

(Table continues on p. 246.)



A second dimension of financial sophistication involves understanding the mort-
gage process, including the importance of tools such as credit scores, the roles and
responsibilities of mortgage brokers, and a borrower’s rights at closing. Third, we
should emphasize the costs that prospective homeowners face after buying a home
so that they can anticipate and plan for them. A fourth and more general area of
focus might involve general financial literacy, to ensure that households manage
their personal finances in such a way that they are well positioned to attain home-
ownership when they are ready to pursue it.

Development of these abilities can occur at various stages. Homeownership coun-
seling programs could be promoted and expanded. Although such programs are
mandated in some cases, a key issue is funding such services. Requiring prospective
lower-income homeowners to bear such costs exclusively would be counterproduc-
tive and would actually increase the cost burden they face. Creative solutions are
needed here. An alternative approach might be to introduce financial literacy as a
formal part of all public school curricula. Broad introduction of such material would
reduce the likelihood in the future that prospective homeowners would fall through
the cracks and come to the process unprepared.

There are also measures that can ease the affordability burdens faced by many
lower-income households. A clear dimension to be explored is increasing lower-
income household savings rates. Higher savings would permit these households to
make larger down payments, and we have shown that the risks of homeownership
difficulties and foreclosure are significantly reduced if homeowners can acquire
equity early in their ownership tenure. Other chapters in this volume discuss this
issue in considerable depth.

Initiatives and programs to promote the production of ownership housing at
prices that are affordable to lower-income households would also help reduce the
number of such households that face significant housing cost burdens. Key issues
accompany the question of how to produce affordable housing. Considerable evi-
dence suggests that subsidizing new construction is an inefficient approach to
housing people affordably (Olsen 2003). Thus, in most cases, if affordable home-
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Geographic characteristics
State dummies No No Yes Yes

Interaction
Household income* −0.001 −0.002 −0.001 −0.001
Appreciation rate (−2.42)** (−3.49)** (−2.14)** (−2.88)**

Number of observations 3,097 3,097 3,097 3,097
R-squared 8.20% 8.47% 11.88% 12.09%

Source: Foreclosure data (2006 to 2007) by zip code from RealtyTrac. Other data from 2000 U.S.
Census, United States Census Bureau.
*significant at 10 percent level; **significant at 5 percent level.

TABLE 8.7 / Continued

Independent Variable 1 2 3 4
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TABLE 8A.1 / Estimated Total Expenditure and Housing Expenditure Rates 
Using the 2005 Consumer Expenditure Survey

Income Family Average Annual Housing
Type Level Size Age Expenditure Rate Expenditure

1 High 1 25 to 34 86.12 21.64
2 High 1 35 to 44 76.47 18.91
3 High 1 45 to 54 77.21 17.79
4 Middle 1 25 to 34 94.85 24.30
5 Middle 1 35 to 44 84.22 21.23
6 Middle 1 45 to 54 85.03 19.97
7 Low 1 25 to 34 94.85 24.30
8 Low 1 35 to 44 84.22 21.23
9 Low 1 45 to 54 85.03 19.97
10 High 2 25 to 34 82.71 15.68
11 High 2 35 to 44 82.12 15.34
12 High 2 45 to 54 80.44 13.83
13 Middle 2 25 to 34 92.59 17.41
14 Middle 2 35 to 44 91.94 17.03
15 Middle 2 45 to 54 90.06 15.35
16 Low 2 25 to 34 100.46 19.50
17 Low 2 35 to 44 99.75 19.07
18 Low 2 45 to 54 97.71 17.19
19 High 3 25 to 34 97.98 17.46
20 High 3 35 to 44 82.87 14.28
21 High 3 45 to 54 76.17 12.60
22 Middle 3 25 to 34 108.47 23.25
23 Middle 3 35 to 44 91.74 16.25
24 Middle 3 45 to 54 84.32 14.34
25 Low 3 25 to 34 127.68 24.46
26 Low 3 35 to 44 107.99 20.00
27 Low 3 45 to 54 99.25 17.65

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: High-income households have incomes greater than 120 percent of the area median,
middle-income households have incomes at the median income level, and lower-income
households have incomes less than 80 percent of the area median.



unsecured lenders have no practical remedy other than litigation, either because
garnishment is illegal (the rule in some states) or because it is ineffective, espe-
cially against debtors who do not have regular incomes or bank accounts. Most
jurisdictions also have schedules of exempt assets that are not subject to seizures
by unsecured creditors, even when they hold unpaid judgments. Thus, exemptions
in many cases cover all assets in the household. Finally, the availability of a discharge
in bankruptcy means that debtors who are pushed too far normally can discharge
their obligations to the credit card lender.

In practice, the most effective lever the credit card lender has is the threat of
damaging the credit report of the borrower. A credit card debtor who does not
pay will suffer a substantially lower credit rating. Although the lower credit card
rating will have only a limited impact on the debtor’s access to credit card debt, it
will substantially increase the cost of subsequent borrowing. This is particularly
true for mortgage lenders, which continue to use crude underwriting systems that
rely directly on the credit rating system. For the sophisticated credit card lender,
in contrast, the credit rating is at most one of many inputs into the underwriting
process. In any event, the threat of an adverse credit report is ineffective against
debtors who are in serious financial distress and whose credit rating already has
been compromised because of missed payments to other creditors.

Because of the riskiness of the credit card business model, the industry, in its
infancy, used a unitary business model. The product offerings of the different issuers
were similar, so competition occurred mainly through marketing and customer
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Patterns of Credit Card Use

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Nilson Report.
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increasing numbers of cardholders to high-interchange premium and “platinum”
products.4

The second stage of market segmentation involves the development of increas-
ingly complex product attributes that tailor products to specific classes of potential
cardholders.5 Thus, different issuers are particularly expert in superprime offerings
(Chase Bank and Bank of America), affinity offerings (Bank of America’s MBNA
division), cobranded offerings (Chase Bank), relational offerings (Wells Fargo),
subprime offerings (Capitol One), and foreign offerings (CitiBank). Each issuer
tailors its products carefully to make them both profitable and attractive, with
a different mix of anticipated revenue streams based on the type of customer.
Superprime offerings, for example, attract a portfolio of customers who spend very
heavily and borrow occasionally, primarily for convenience. Issuers rely heavily
on interchange and episodic interest payments, balanced against the large losses
that come when a customer with a five-figure credit line becomes insolvent. Affinity
products (bearing logos of universities, sports teams, or the like) are more likely
to balance interchange against limited payments to sponsors, while cobranded
offerings (bearing logos of airlines or leading retailers) are likely to balance annual
fees and interchange against relatively high payments to sponsors. Relational offer-
ings are part of a strategy in which a bank strives to provide many products to each
customer, with a view to lowering the customer’s price sensitivity on particular
products.
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Source: Author’s calculation from Cards Profitability Survey, published by Cards and Payments.
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in short, is that their usage patterns are surprisingly similar. The importance of
income as the primary source of repayment for credit card lenders suggests that a
group of households defined by low income levels should have little or no credit
card debt. On the contrary, the borrowing patterns for the four lower income
quintiles are surprisingly similar.

I start with the incidence of debt—the share of households reporting that they
are carrying any credit card debt at all (46 percent across the entire data set).
Figure 9.3 breaks down that data by quintile. Several things about this figure are
interesting. First, as expected, it shows the highest rate of card balances (55 percent
and 56 percent) in the second and third quintiles, long considered the principal
focus of credit card lending. One notable feature of the data is the robust rate of
borrowing in the two LMI quintiles. First, the 43 percent rate of borrowing by
households in the moderate-income quintile is very close to the rates in the higher
quintiles. This is a graphic illustration of the broadening of the traditional credit
card demographic discussed earlier in this chapter. The data here display a highly
similar incidence of borrowing across the interior three quintiles of the populace—
with incomes ranging from $23,500 (the top of the first quintile) to $90,000 (the
bottom of the fifth quintile). To be sure, the 29 percent incidence of borrowing in
the first quintile is considerably lower, but even that incidence is notable given the
reality that the first quintile consists of households with incomes below $23,500.

The second metric of credit card borrowing is the size of the balances carried by
those households that are carrying balances.16 This metric displays the intensity
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Patterns of Credit Card Use

Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004.
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and regularity of borrowing by the subset of respondents who report a positive
balance. To set the frame of reference, the median balance for those carrying balances
in the entire data set is $2,300, the 25 percent balance is $700, and the 75 percent
balance is $6,300. Figure 9.4 displays a series of boxplots by quintile. These plots
indicate the range of data for each quintile by vertical lines, with the boxes shading
the range from the twenty-fifth to the seventy-fifty percentile and with internal
vertical lines showing the median value.

Like figure 9.3, several points about the boxplots in figure 9.4 warrant emphasis.
The most notable is the relative similarity of balances across the three interior
quintiles. To be sure, the amounts borrowed are staggered by quintile, but the
differences are relatively insignificant. Finally, the level of debt in the first quintile
is surprisingly high. Press reports and industry publicity suggest that credit limits
of $500 are typical for low-income households. But these data suggest that most of
the lower-income (first-quintile) households that are carrying credit card balances
have balances greater than $1,000. Again, combining the importance of income to
credit card underwriting with the limited income of these households, it might
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Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004 (excluding outliers).
Note: Endpoints of horizontal lines show minimum and maximum; box indicates twenty-fifth 
and seventy-fifth percentile. Vertical line within the box indicates median (fiftieth percentile).
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be surprising that the median balances are so high. The most likely explanation is
that, even in this quintile, most of the households carrying balances are using more
than one card.

The third metric of credit card borrowing is the amount of the credit card balance
as a share of income. For purposes of descriptive comparison, this metric has
two advantages over the preceding metrics. First, given the role that income plays
in credit card underwriting, it facilitates useful cross-quintile comparisons. To
compare the extent to which customers in different quintiles are heavy borrowers,
it is more useful to know what share of customers are borrowing one-tenth of their
annual income than it is to know what share of customers are borrowing $5,000.
Related to the first, the ratio of credit card debt to income provides a useful tool for
examining overindebtedness. Thus, Bird and his coauthors (1999) use this metric
to identify customers who have borrowed excessively.

The boxplots in figure 9.5 underscore this chapter’s analysis. Again, the dif-
ferences among the three interior quintiles are relatively slight, with typical debt
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Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004 (excluding outliers).
Note: Endpoints of horizontal lines show minimum and maximum; box indicates twenty-fifth 
and seventy-fifth percentile. Vertical line within the box indicates median (fiftieth percentile).
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AGE The relation between age and credit card borrowing is relatively straight-
forward. On the one hand, to the extent that cardholders use credit card borrowing
to smooth consumption over their life cycle, I would expect to see more borrow-
ing by relatively young cardholders and less borrowing by older cardholders.
Relating the consumption cycle to income levels, I would expect that young card-
holders in LMI quintiles would need to borrow more frequently than young card-
holders in households with more income. Similarly, cardholders in LMI households
might be less likely to repay their debts and thus more likely to continue borrowing
into middle and old age.

In general, the data support that understanding of the relations between age,
credit card debt, and income quintile. As table 9.1 illustrates, borrowers who carry
credit card balances are younger at all income levels than those who do not; the
differences in each case are significant at the 0.01 percent level. Figure 9.6 illustrates
the distinction graphically, showing a gap between the mean ages of those who
borrow and those who do not.

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL The relation between education and credit card borrow-
ing is considerably harder to predict, primarily because it is difficult to be certain
whether increased financial sophistication would lead to a greater or lower incidence
of credit card debt. Similarly, it is possible that education would have a different
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Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004.
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relation to credit card borrowing at different levels of income. Among LMI house-
holds, for example, it might be that only the relatively well educated would be in
a position to obtain a credit card, while in households with higher income levels
(where educational levels are likely to be higher across the board) credit cards
might be readily available even to the relatively less educated.

Table 9.1 provides some support for that explanation—the mean education level
of those carrying credit card balances in the LMI quintiles is higher than the educa-
tion level of those who do not carry balances—but the converse is true of the highest
quintile: those who carry balances tend to be less educated than those who do not.
As illustrated in figure 9.7, the level of education steadily increases by quintile, but
the credit card borrowers in the first two quintiles are the relatively more-educated,
while borrowers are relatively less-educated in the upper quintiles.

FAMILY STATUS The next demographic variables are family status variables—
specifically whether the head of the household is married and whether there are
children in the household. As with educational level, it is easy to discern conflicting
possible relations. On the one hand, married families and those with children might
be more stable and thus less likely to need credit card borrowing. On the other hand,
the greater level of stability and higher level of consumption might make them more
attractive customers. With respect to children, the data (in table 9.1 and figure 9.8)
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Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004.
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suggest a relation with credit card debt; at all income levels, a greater share of
households with children have credit card debt than do not. The data regarding
marital status are harder to interpret. Like education, this variable seems to relate
to card use differently at the LMI level than it does at higher-income levels. Thus,
a lower share of LMI households in which the head is married report carrying
credit card debt, while a higher share of upper-income quintiles report carrying
credit card debt. Table 9.1 reports the descriptive statistics; figure 9.9 displays
the data graphically.

RACE The relation between race and credit card borrowing is most difficult to
predict because of two directly conflicting intuitions. On the one hand, if markets
function rationally, race would not be a useful predictor of either creditworthiness
or financial behavior. On the other hand, if the effects of discrimination are present
in lending or borrowing markets, or if race correlates substantially with important
variables that are missing from this data set, then there might be correlations
between race and credit card usage.17 The data in table 9.1 and figure 9.10 suggest
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Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004.
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FIGURE 9.8 / Households with Children by Credit Card Debt Status 
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that whites are less likely to borrow on credit cards than African Americans and
Hispanics, especially at higher income levels. To be sure, because table 9.1 and fig-
ure 9.10 control neither for income nor education, they do not suggest any causal
association between race and credit card use. They do, however, provide useful
information on the demographic characteristics of those who carry balances on
credit cards.

USE OF OTHER FINANCIAL PRODUCTS As discussed earlier in the chapter,
I also analyzed several variables related to the financial status of the household.
Collectively, those variables should provide a valuable proxy for financial sophis-
tication. If families are more likely to borrow on credit cards if they have previous
experience with other banking products, then there should be a positive relation
between having a checking account and carrying a credit card balance. As table 9.1
and figure 9.11 suggest, there is a significant correlation between credit card use
and several of the variables summarized in table 9.1. The last column of figure 9.11
provides some support for that hypothesis by showing correlations between the
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Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004.
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most widely used of the other products, the checking account, concentrated at the
lower income quintiles, apparently because almost all households in the higher
income quintiles have checking accounts.

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Given the apparent variation in the relations by income quintile, multivariate
analysis would be useful to refine the relations among the variables. As explained
earlier, it would be surprising if the variables in the SCF data set explained most
of the pattern of credit card borrowing. Credit card lenders rely on proprietary
statistical models that aggregate dozens of variables from numerous sources, many
of which are not in the public domain, much less in the SCF.18 Similarly, a model
that predicts consumer behavior and preferences would include many variables
beyond the straightforward demographic and financial sophistication variables
used here.

To examine the relation between the different groups of variables, I started with a
pair of models: one for the whole data set and one limited to the two LMI quintiles,
using the demographic variables (age, age-squared, education, black, Hispanic,
married, and children) as the only explanatory variables. I used the existence of
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Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004.
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any credit card balances (a binary variable) as the dependent variable and esti-
mated logistic regression models.19 The first two columns of table 9.2 report results
from those models. I then estimated a second pair of models (columns 3 and 4
in table 9.2), which added the three financial sophistication variables (checking
account, car loan, mortgage loan). I then estimated a pair of models (columns 5
and 6) that added employment and income shock. Finally, I estimated a pair of
models (columns 7 and 8) to assess interactions among the variables. These models
included seven additional variables in two groups: age interacted with black and
with Hispanic, and education interacted with black, Hispanic, children, checking
account, mortgage, and employment.20

Turning first to the demographic variables, the analysis suggests that the quintile-
by-quintile variations discussed in the preceding section reflect statistically signif-
icant relations. For example, age has an odds ratio that is statistically significant
but only slightly greater than one (in the vicinity of 1.05) in all eight models, while
age-squared has a statistically significant odds ratio that is only slightly below one
(in the range of 0.9995) in all of the models. This suggests a slight positive increase
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TABLE 9.1 / Characteristics of Users and Non-Users of Credit Cards, by Income Quintile

1 2 3 4 5

Age (mean years)
With credit card balance 48 46 46 45 47
Without credit card balance 53 53 51 53 51

Education (mean years)
With credit card balance 13 13 13 14 15
Without credit card balance 11 12 13 14 16

White
With credit card balance 60% 66% 73% 80% 82%
Without credit card balance 60 68 76 84 90

Black
With credit card balance 24 16 14 11 9
Without credit card balance 23 23 15 7 3

Hispanic
With credit card balance 12 15 10 7 5
Without credit card balance 14 15 6 4 1

Married
With credit card balance 20 40 59 80 93
Without credit card balance 23 48 55 70 90

Has children
With credit card balance 36 40 55 57 61
Without credit card balance 30 35 36 37 50

Has checking account
With credit card balance 85 91 96 98 99
Without credit card balance 65 80 93 98 100

Has car loan
With credit card balance 25 36 52 63 59
Without credit card balance 8 20 33 32 34

Has mortgage loan
With credit card balance 25 41 61 75 86
Without credit card balance 12 22 41 54 68

Employed
With credit card balance 55 79 84 90 93
Without credit card balance 41 57 71 74 83

Source: Author’s calculations based on 2004 Survey of Consumer Finances.



TABLE 9.2 / Logistic Regression Models (Dependent Variable = 1 If Household Reports Credit Card Debt; 0 Otherwise)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
All LMI All LMI All LMI All LMI

Age 1.0710*** 1.0532*** 1.0422*** 1.0423** 1.0352** 1.0440** 1.0274* 1.0318
(0.014) (0.0187) (0.0151) (0.200) (0.0151) (0.0201) (0.0157) (0.0217)

Age-squared 0.9992*** 0.9994*** 0.9994*** 0.9995*** 0.9996*** 0.9995** 0.9996** 0.9996*
(0.00014) (0.000184) (0.000150) (0.000197) (0.000153) (0.000200) (0.000158) (0.000213)

Education 1.0454*** 1.1371*** 0.9857 1.0789*** 0.9802 1.07619*** 1.2496*** 1.252***
(0.136) (0.0238) (0.0154) (0.0263) (0.0155) (0.0265) (0.0671) (0.0793)

Black 1.0665 0.9629 1.3455** 1.1498 1.3645*** 1.1594 0.0950*** 0.1552
(0.113) (0.167) (0.121) (0.178) (0.121) (0.182) (0.843) (1.20)

Hispanic 0.9924 1.147 1.2888* 1.3641 1.2628* 1.2947 0.1030*** 0.2688
(0.133) (0.200) 0.140 (0.212) (0.140) (0.211) (0.816) (1.150)

Married 0.8303** 1.0231 1.1345 1.1775 1.1520 1.1600 1.123 1.2067
(0.0804) (0.140) (0.0878) (0.151) (0.0885) (0.150) (0.0893) (0.152)

Children 1.2857*** 1.1448 1.1154 1.0330 1.1088 1.0058 4.0229*** 2.368
(0.0820) (0.156) (0.0868) (0.151) (0.0868) (0.150) (0.452) (0.7090)

Checking account 3.0771*** 2.8548*** 2.9892*** 2.7566*** 11.67*** 4.7185**
(0.155) (0.181) (0.155) (0.181) (0.713) (0.780)

Car loan 2.3898*** 2.4804*** 2.3432*** 2.3812*** 2.3166*** 2.402***
(0.0830) (0.155) (0.0832) (0.155) (0.0840) (0.155)

Mortgage 1.8460*** 2.0772*** 1.7828*** 2.0107 *** 9.612*** 12.513***
(0.0863) (0.163) (0.0867) (0.163) (0.467) (0.793)

Employed 1.4920*** 1.6782*** 4.5132*** 6.3662**
(0.115) (0.166) (0.502) (0.742)



Income shock 0.9440 0.8335 0.9438 0.8205
(0.125) (0.166) (0.125) (0.162)

Age*Black 1.0237*** 1.029***
(0.00782) (0.010)

Age*Hispanic 1.0307** 1.024
(0.0120) (0.0169)

Educ*Black 1.1246** 1.0527
(0.0515) (0.0756)

Educ*Hispanic 1.111** 1.0467
(0.0485) (0.0704)

Educ*Kids 0.9111*** 0.9341
(0.0325) (0.0568)

Educ*Chk 0.8778** 0.9533
(0.0610) (0.0685)

Educ*Mort 0.88432*** 0.8635**
(0.0333) (0.0616)

Educ*Empl 0.9235** 0.9033*
(0.0366) (0.0573)

Pseudo-R-squared# 0.040 0.035 0.119 0.105 0.120 0.111 0.140 0.124
Number of 4,519 1,359 4,519 1,359 4,519 1,359 4,519 1,359

observations

Source: Author’s calculations based on Survey of Consumer Finances 2004.
Notes: The table reports odds ratios with standard errors in parentheses. All regressions are weighted. Similar regressions without weights
(as suggested in Lindamood et al. 2007) produced generally similar results.
*significant at 10 percent; **significant at 5 percent; ***significant at 1 percent.
#pseudo-R-squared calculated based on first implicates of logit regression



This chapter explores two broad areas that influence immigrants’ wealth accumu-
lation and particularly their decisions to participate in various financial markets:
characteristics that influence the behavior of both immigrants and the native-born,
like education and marital status, and characteristics that are unique to immigrants,
such as legal status and time in the United States. In addition, we discuss potential
explanations for the persistently low financial market participation of immigrants,
including the desire to purchase a home, country-of-origin experiences, remittances,
wealth held abroad, return migration intentions, and supply-side factors, like
the location of financial institutions and the characteristics of financial products.
The analysis relies primarily on data from the 2001 Survey of Income and Program
Participation (SIPP).

Consistent with many models of savings behavior, we find that socioeconomic
and demographic characteristics like age, education, family structure, ethnicity,
and income play an important role in immigrant as well as native-born choices
regarding financial services. These characteristics, however, are only part of the
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Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: For each observation in the figure, a weighted regression is performed using 80 percent 
(bandwidth = 0.8) of the data around that point. The data are weighted using a tri-cube 
weighting procedure that puts more weight on the points closest to the observation in question. 
The weighted regression results are used to produce a predicted value for each observation.
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Ethnic Concentration

In addition to studying the effects of country-of-origin characteristics, researchers
have tried to understand how immigrant outcomes vary with the characteristics
of their destination communities. One aspect of the destination community that
has received close attention is ethnic concentration: the tendency for immigrants
to cluster together in cities or neighborhoods with other immigrants from the
same country. Not all immigrants settle in the same way. For example, as we 
calculated from census data, the median Cuban immigrant in 1990 lived in an
area where 17 percent of the population was also from Cuba, and the median
Mexican immigrant lived in an area where 9 percent of the population was also
from Mexico. By contrast, immigrants from Vietnam and India were much less
likely to cluster: the former accounted for only 0.7 percent of their typical neigh-
borhood, the latter just 0.3 percent. In addition to variation by country, there is
also variation in the tendency to cluster for immigrants from a particular coun-
try: for example, Mexican immigrants in Chicago accounted for 4.2 percent of
the population, but Mexicans in Milwaukee accounted for only 0.5 percent of the
population.

The geographic concentration of immigrants has been shown to have important
consequences for the pace of economic and social adaptation. For example, several
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Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
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TABLE 10.1 / Income and Wealth of Immigrant and Native-Born Households

Income Below 
All 40th Percentile Whites Blacks Hispanics Asians

Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant

Income and wealth
(in thousands of dollars)
Median monthly $1.59 $1.10 $0.82 $0.56 $1.75 $1.59 $1.06 $1.05 $1.02 $0.78 $2.00 $1.49

household income
Median household wealth 36.10 8.30 15.68 2.22 51.53 34.10 4.60 3.84 4.40 2.17 31.60 19.50
Median financial wealth 2.20 0.37 0.40 0.02 4.57 2.50 0.05 0.22 0.18 0.01 4.00 1.52
Mean monthly household 2.15 1.71 0.94 0.68 2.34 2.22 1.45 1.31 1.43 1.10 2.38 2.24

income (2.31) (2.37) (0.96) (1.00) (2.45) (3.10) (1.43) (1.05) (1.37) (1.22) (2.94) (2.78)
Mean household wealth 109.89 57.09 93.74 39.34 131.60 101.48 31.22 18.33 35.07 23.29 86.44 68.41

(791.1) (144.7) (1223) (107.7) (897.8) (183.2) (77.9) (44.5) (104.1) (77.2) (147.7) (176.6)

Percentage who own:
Any asset 90% 78% 81% 67% 95% 90% 72% 68% 77% 66% 94% 88%
Savings and/or checking 80 67 68 55 86 80 59 61 65 52 88 80

account
Interest-earning assets 71 55 56 41 77 69 47 50 52 38 80 67

at banks
Savings account 58 46 43 33 63 55 41 45 45 32 66 57
Interest-bearing 41 27 29 19 46 38 20 23 24 15 51 35

checking account
(Table continues on p. 288.)



TABLE 10.1 / Continued

Income Below 
All 40th Percentile Whites Blacks Hispanics Asians

Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant

Non-interest-bearing 33 30 29 25 35 33 25 25 28 25 28 37
checking account

Any checking account 67 52 55 41 74 64 43 44 48 37 74 66
IRA or KEOGH account 30 16 18 9 36 25 8 8 11 6 30 22
Stock and/or mutual funds 36 21 21 10 42 36 14 14 14 5 33 33
Home 69 50 54 37 75 60 48 38 46 42 57 54

Median wealth, conditional on
ownership (in thousands 
of dollars)
All assets $33.25 $13.60 $27.60 $5.83 $40.90 $32.50 $9.75 $3.25 $6.05 $5.20 $23.86 $18.00
Interest-earning assets 2.00 1.25 1.50 1.00 2.50 2.50 0.47 0.52 0.60 0.35 2.27 2.00

at banks
Non-interest-bearing 0.33 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.40 0.38 0.17 0.30 0.29 0.20 0.27 0.33

checking account
IRA or KEOGH account 8.50 5.33 9.50 7.69 9.00 8.25 4.00 3.00 3.40 3.25 8.00 4.50
Stock and/or mutual funds 5.00 3.33 5.00 5.50 5.26 4.00 3.00 2.33 2.50 3.75 6.00 3.00
Home equity 35.00 27.50 45.00 31.00 40.00 41.25 20.00 16.00 17.00 13.60 29.17 32.50

Number of observations 13,330 2,508 5,366 1,151 10,124 764 1,980 181 973 1,030 174 522

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: Sample is restricted to wave 3 of the 2001 to 2003 SIPP households with a reference person who was at least eighteen years old, lived in an MSA, and had a non-
missing value for immigrant status. Standard errors are in parentheses. Data are weighted to reflect the U.S. population. All income and wealth figures are household
per-capita figures and reported in thousands of dollars.



TABLE 10.2 / Summary Statistics, Immigrants Versus Natives

Income Below 
All 40th Percentile Whites Blacks Hispanics Asians

Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant

Married 51.15% 59.88% 28.46% 48.87% 54.74% 56.29% 31.59% 46.91% 49.15% 60.07% 57.30% 68.92%
Male 51.09 57.66 40.24 50.03 53.47 55.34 36.70 50.96 51.78 59.14 59.01 60.61
Household size 2.46 3.15 1.94 2.68 2.38 2.60 2.61 2.88 3.05 3.66 2.75 3.10

(1.42) (1.81) (1.26) (1.71) (1.33) (1.53) (1.59) (1.69) (1.72) (2.02) (1.48) (1.57)

Education
Less than high school 12.27% 28.24% 22.16% 39.59% 9.20% 14.39% 20.15% 21.50% 30.90% 49.94% 8.85% 10.41%
High school graduate 26.67 22.02 32.73 26.24 25.91 24.06 30.18 22.36 29.42 23.47 20.83 16.06
More than high school 61.06 49.73 45.11 34.17 64.89 61.55 49.68 56.14 39.68 26.59 70.33 73.53

Number of observations 13,330 2,508 5,366 1,151 10,124 764 1,980 181 973 1,030 174 522

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: Sample is restricted to wave 3 of the 2001 to 2003 SIPP households with a reference person who was at least eighteen years old, lived in an MSA, and had a non-
missing value for immigrant status. Standard errors are in parentheses. Data are weighted to reflect the U.S. population.



mostly in the form of high fixed entry or transaction costs (Bertaut and Starr-
McCluer 2000; Vissing-Jorgensen 2002) and the role of information networks (Hong,
Kubik, and Stein 2004). The large gap in financial market participation that we
observe between immigrants and the native-born suggests that these factors are
important for understanding these differences.

In addition to the substantive reasons outlined earlier, focusing on financial mar-
ket participation rather than on levels of wealth has some empirical advantages.
Researchers have noted concerns with measurement error and nonresponse in
reported wealth holdings (see, for example, Smith 1995). Survey respondents are
more likely to refuse to answer questions about levels of financial wealth than ques-
tions about financial market participation. Estimates of financial market participa-
tion using the SIPP data rely much less on imputed responses relative to information
on levels of financial asset holdings.4 By focusing on financial market participation
as the key outcome of interest, we avoid some of these issues.

All of these characteristics (and others) are likely to affect the decision to partic-
ipate in various financial markets. To control for the effect of characteristics on the
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TABLE 10.3 / Immigrant Characteristics

Income
Below
40th

Race-Ethnicity

All Percentile White Black Hispanic Asian

Citizen 51.77% 46.99% 63.93% 55.94% 37.89% 58.31%
Speaks English well 60.74 50.16 81.22 86.15 38.35 61.80
Arrived before 18.62 14.21 20.29 0.11 19.91 16.50
age eighteen

Arrived age eighteen 81.38 85.79 79.71 88.59 80.09 83.50
or later

In United States for 15.73 16.05 15.50 22.73 14.16 16.77
five years or less

In United States for 31.96 32.22 21.23 32.34 36.68 37.30
six to fifteen years

In United States for 52.31 51.72 63.27 44.93 49.16 45.93
sixteen years or more

Region of origin
The Americas 39.70 55.26 16.34 46.90 98.56 1.54
Asia and Australasia 25.03 19.11 10.71 11.93 0.44 95.17
Europe 19.40 18.78 58.88 7.19 0.56 0.87
Middle East 3.19 2.49 9.19 1.26 0.00 1.09
Africa 3.92 3.80 3.98 31.52 0.23 0.92
Other 0.57 0.57 0.90 1.20 0.21 0.41

Number of observations 2,508 1,151 764 181 1,030 522

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: Sample is restricted to wave 3 of the 2001 to 2003 SIPP households with a reference person
who was at least eighteen years old, lived in an MSA, and had a nonmissing value for immigrant
status. Standard errors are in parentheses. Data are weighted to represent the U.S. population. The
Americas include Central, North, and South America, as well as the Caribbean.



TABLE 10.4 / Estimates of Account Ownership for Socioeconomic and Demographic Groups

Income
Below

All 40th Percentile Whites Blacks Hispanics Asians
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Checking account ownership
Immigrant −0.058*** −0.058*** −0.061*** −0.030 −0.089*** −0.001

(0.012) (0.019) (0.018) (0.038) (0.023) (0.043)
Native ownership rate 67.47% 55.13% 73.51% 43.20% 48.32% 73.52%
Immigrant ownership rate 52.19 40.64 64.46 43.67 36.57 66.02
Adjusted R-squared 0.2135 0.2214 0.1332 0.2459 0.2509 0.2242

Savings account ownership
Immigrant −0.047*** −0.046** −0.048** 0.007 −0.066*** −0.028

(0.013) (0.019) (0.019) (0.039) (0.023) (0.049)
Native ownership rate 58.36% 43.07% 62.54% 41.34% 44.72% 65.74%
Immigrant ownership rate 45.88 32.52 55.00 45.36 32.44 57.35
Adjusted R-squared 0.1737 0.1474 0.1276 0.2489 0.2324 0.1868

IRA-Keogh ownership
Immigrant −0.054*** −0.035*** −0.074*** −0.011 −0.023* −0.074*

(0.010) (0.012) (0.016) (0.023) (0.013) (0.038)



Native ownership rate 30.36% 17.51% 36.14% 8.44% 11.33% 29.98%
Immigrant ownership rate 15.50 8.71 25.47 8.31 5.76 21.71
Adjusted R-squared 0.3020 0.2679 0.2706 0.2105 0.2569 0.2927

Stock–mutual fund ownership
Immigrant −0.030*** −0.022* −0.029* −0.032 −0.062*** 0.027

(0.010) (0.013) (0.016) (0.027) (0.012) (0.045)
Native ownership rate 36.17% 20.82% 42.25% 14.42% 14.38% 33.16%
Immigrant ownership rate 21.39 10.15 35.64 14.47 5.09 33.50
Adjusted R-squared 0.3251 0.2827 0.282 0.282 0.3148 0.3357

Number of observations 15,838 6,517 10,888 2,161 2,003 696

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: The sample consists of all 2001 to 2003 SIPP wave 3 households with a reference person at least eighteen years of age with a populated immi-
grant status who resided in an MSA. The dependent variable is equal to one if the household reference person and/or his or her spouse owned
the relevant asset, and zero otherwise. Linear models with MSA fixed effects are used, and the results are adjusted to take into account sampling
weights. Standard errors, in parentheses, are corrected for heteroskedasticity. Data are weighted to represent the U.S. population. In addition to
immigrant status, each regression controls for: income and wealth quintiles, education categories, age, age-squared, marital status, sex, the num-
ber of adult males, adult females, children age zero to five, children age six to twelve, and children age thirteen to seventeen in the household.
Columns 1 and 2 also include controls for black, Hispanic, Asian, and “other.” 
***significant at at least the 1 percent level; **significant at the 5 percent level; *significant at at least the 10 percent level.



hold financial behavior that document significant differences in the use of financial
services by race, even after controlling for income and education (Altonji and
Doraszelski 2005; Blau and Graham 1990; Chiteji and Stafford 1999; Smith 1995).

Estimates of the Impact of Being an Immigrant on 
Financial Market Participation

Even after controlling for characteristics, we find that immigrants are generally
significantly less likely to have a checking account, a savings account, or an IRA
or Keogh account or to own stock or mutual funds (table 10.4). The gap in finan-
cial market participation ranges from 3 percentage points (for stock and mutual
funds) to 5.8 percentage points (for checking) for the whole sample after control-
ling for wealth, income, education, age, marital status, being a single parent, fam-
ily structure, and MSA fixed effects.

Table 10.5 compares checking account ownership for immigrants and natives
before and after controlling for characteristics. For the whole sample, the raw gap in
checking account ownership is 15 percentage points (see table 10.1). After control-
ling for characteristics, the gap is predicted to be 5.8 percentage points (the esti-
mated coefficient β1 from table 10.4). This implies that differences in characteristics
account for about 9 percentage points, or 61 percent, of the difference in checking
account ownership between immigrants and the native-born. The remaining 39 per-
cent is not explained by differences in characteristics and has something to do with
being an immigrant.
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TABLE 10.5 / Differences in Checking Account Ownership Before and After
Controlling for Characteristics

Percentage of
Difference Difference Difference

Before Controlling After Controlling Accounted for by 
for Characteristics for Characteristics Characteristics

(1) (2) (3)

All 15.0% 5.8% 61.3%
Income below 14.0 5.8 58.6
40th percentile

White 10.0 6.1 39.0
Black −1.0 3.0 400.0
Hispanic 11.0 8.9 19.1
Asian 8.0 0.1 98.8

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: Column 1 is equal to the difference in the percentage of native-born- and immigrant-
headed households that own any type of checking account from table 10.1. Column 2 is equal to
the absolute value of the estimated coefficient, β1, on the immigrant variable for the checking
account ownership regressions displayed in table 10.4. Column 3 is equal to (column 1–column 2)/
column 1.



TABLE 10.6 / Estimates of Account Ownership for Immigrant Groups Compared to the Native-Born

In United States In United States
In United States Six to Sixteen Years

Five Years or Less, Fifteen Years, or More,
All Adult at Arrival Adult at Arrival Adult at Arrival Noncitizen Citizen
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Checking account ownership
Immigrant −0.058*** −0.075*** −0.112*** −0.018 −0.085*** −0.032**

(0.012) (0.027) (0.021) (0.020) (0.016) (0.016)
Native ownership rate 67.47% 67.47% 67.47% 67.47% 67.47% 67.47%
Immigrant ownership rate 52.19 46.33 43.63 57.74 42.57 61.15
Adjusted R-squared 0.2135 0.2052 0.2119 0.2000 0.2195 0.1964

Savings account ownership
Immigrant −0.047*** −0.073** −0.054** −0.049** −0.064*** −0.034**

(0.013) (0.029) (0.022) (0.021) (0.017) (0.016)
Native ownership rate 58.36% 58.36% 58.36% 58.36% 58.36% 58.36%
Immigrant ownership rate 45.88 40.11 42.83 46.29 38.70 52.56
Adjusted R-squared 0.1737 0.1693 0.1716 0.1654 0.1763 0.164

IRA-Keogh ownership
Immigrant −0.054*** −0.106*** −0.055*** −0.054*** −0.060*** −0.047***

(0.010) (0.017) (0.015) (0.016) (0.012) (0.012)
Native ownership rate 30.36% 30.36% 30.36% 30.36% 30.36% 30.36%
Immigrant ownership rate 15.50 3.39 11.98 19.60 7.81 22.67
Adjusted R-squared 0.3020 0.3025 0.3009 0.3022 0.3056 0.2981

(Table continues on p. 302.)



TABLE 10.6 / Continued

In United States In United States
In United States Six to Sixteen Years

Five Years or Less, Fifteen Years, or More,
All Adult at Arrival Adult at Arrival Adult at Arrival Noncitizen Citizen
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Stock–mutual funds ownership
Immigrant −0.030*** −0.083*** −0.013 −0.035** −0.044*** −0.017

(0.010) (0.020) (0.016) (0.017) (0.012) (0.013)
Native ownership rate 36.17% 36.17% 36.17% 36.17% 36.17% 36.17%
Immigrant ownership rate 21.39 9.81 18.75 23.39 12.50 29.67
Adjusted R-squared 0.3251 0.3153 0.3180 0.3147 0.3248 0.3142

Number of observations 15,838 13,654 13,945 14,050 14,556 14,612

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: The sample consists of all 2001 to 2003 SIPP wave 3 households with a reference person at least eighteen years of age with a populated
immigrant status who resided in an MSA. The dependent variable is equal to one if the household reference person and/or his or her spouse
owned the relevant asset, and zero otherwise. Linear models with MSA fixed effects are used, and the results are adjusted to take into account
sampling weights. Standard errors, in parentheses, are corrected for heteroskedasticity. Data are weighted to represent the U.S. population. In
addition to immigrant status, each regression controls for: income and wealth quintiles, education categories, age, age-squared, marital status,
sex, the number of adult males, adult females, children age zero to five, children age six to twelve, and children age thirteen to seventeen in the
household, black, Hispanic, Asian, and “other.” 
***significant at at least the 1 percent level; **significant at the 5 percent level; *significant at at least the 10 percent level.



TABLE 10.7 / Estimates of Homeownership for Immigrant Subgroups Compared to the Native-Born

In United States In United States In United States
Five Years or Less, Six to Fifteen Years, Sixteen Years or More,

All Adult at Arrival Adult at Arrival Adult at Arrival Noncitizen Citizen
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Immigrant −0.045*** −0.110*** −0.057*** −0.011 −0.067*** −0.022*
(0.009) (0.020) (0.017) (0.014) (0.012) (0.012)

Native ownership rate 68.78% 68.78% 68.78% 68.78% 68.78% 68.78%
Immigrant ownership rate 49.98 22.52 41.93 64.63 35.45 63.51
Adjusted R-squared 0.5529 0.5511 0.5476 0.5454 0.5572 0.5413
Number of observations 15,838 13,654 13,945 14,050 14,556 14,612

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Survey of Income and Program Participation.
Notes: The sample consists of all 2001 to 2003 SIPP wave 3 households with a reference person at least eighteen years of age with a populated
immigrant status who resided in an MSA. The dependent variable is equal to one if the household reference person and/or his or her spouse
owned the relevant asset, and zero otherwise. Linear models with MSA fixed effects are used, and the results are adjusted to take into account
sampling weights. Standard errors, in parentheses, are corrected for heteroskedasticity. Data are weighted to represent the U.S. population. In
addition to immigrant status, each regression controls for: income and wealth quintiles, education categories, age, age-squared, marital status,
sex, the number of adult males, adult females, children age zero to five, children age six to twelve, and children age thirteen to seventeen
in the household, black, Hispanic, Asian, and “other.” 
***significant at at least the 1 percent level; **significant at the 5 percent level; *significant at at least the 10 percent level.



example. To explore this issue, we tabulated information from the New Immigrant
Survey (NIS) on financial market participation and remittances (see table 10.8).
At first glance, these data suggest that remittances do not substitute for own-
ing accounts in the United States: remitters are more likely to have a savings,
checking, or money market account and to own stock in the United States than
are nonremitters.13

Another potential influence on immigrant participation in U.S. financial mar-
kets is return migration intentions. Christian Dustmann (1997) and Oded Galor
and Oded Stark (1990) argue that immigrants who have a higher probability of
returning to a lower-wage country should save more while they are in the United
States. High fixed costs might also discourage immigrants who plan to leave the
United States soon from participating in U.S. financial markets. NIS tabulations of
financial market participation as a function of return migration intentions suggest
that the Dustmann (1997) and Galor and Stark (1990) view has validity, as those
who plan to leave the United States have higher rates of account ownership than
those who plan to stay in the United States (table 10.8).

Finally, data from the NIS allows us to examine the role of wealth held abroad.
One possibility is that immigrants hold financial assets abroad, possibly in their
countries of origin, instead of in the United States. Our tabulations (see table 10.8)
suggest that this is not a likely explanation for the lower financial market partici-
pation of immigrants in the United States. Immigrants who own assets abroad are
also more likely to own financial assets in the United States.

Though suggestive, these inferences based on tabulations from the NIS should
be viewed as preliminary. The NIS focuses on recent immigrants, all of whom are
legal, permanent residents. Their experiences may not translate to immigrants
more generally. In addition, the figures in table 10.8 are raw tabulations and do
not account for any differences in characteristics that might be correlated with
both financial market participation and remittances, wealth held abroad, or return
migration intentions.
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TABLE 10.8 / Financial Market Participation, Remittances, Return Migration
Intentions, and Wealth Held Abroad

Have Savings, Checking, 
or Money Market Account Own Stock

Remit 73.20% 17.25%
Do not remit 50.50 11.05
Plan to stay in United States 50.19 8.16
Plan to leave United States 56.41 20.66
Own wealth abroad 73.40 21.16
Do not own wealth abroad 47.46 8.51

Source: Authors’ calculations based on New Immigrant Survey data.
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